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Gro up p·r otes ts
CIA-·- recr uitin g
ony of CI.A. activities.
At 3 p.m., a few · of the
Approximately 25 stuaents,
fac,ulty and focal residents par- demonstrators were allowed to
tici pated in a rally outside speak with the CJ.A: recruiter
Huddleston Hall yesterday at and express their viewpoint.
1 p. _m. protesting the Central Pete Spiegal spoke with the
Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.). recruiter for over half an hour
,A C.I.A recruiter was at the and found him "very cordial" ·
Career Placement office Thurs- and willing to answer most
day, interviewing applicants for questions.
Spiegal said the recruiter
jobs.
The demonstration was peace- would not answer certain ques. , tions because the informatio.ri
.
.
. ful.
. People gathered outside H~d- . was too confidential. "He
· dleston wjth signs reading couldn't tell us what the CI.A.
"CI.A. stands for Covert Inter- budget was for example," Spienational Ac;rivities," "No .More gal said. "The CJ.A. is the one
Secret Wars," "C.I.A. where's go::vernmentorg anization where
they don't have to give out
the intelligence?" and others..
At approximately 1:30 p.m., information like that."
AccordiAg to Spiegal the
the demonstrators marched
upstairs to the ·Career Planning recruiter said the CI.A. is "very
and Placement office to stand conservative" while the "media
in the waiting room. Demon- is very liberal."
' \He said he and I just have
strators. passed out information
sheets on the CI.A. and played . '.different. points of-.view'" $pie,a tape of former C.I.A. case
officer John Stockwell's testim-

By Kristy Markey

Students, faculty, and local resid~nts protest yesterday's visit by CIA recuiters. ·(Stu Evans . ·
photo)

GJ?A stan dard reca lled
dents who do poorly their · first
By C i~dy Elliott
,A former University of New · semester flunk out their second

Hampshire academic standard
w,i.11 go back into effect this fall .
re9uirifig fr":shmen sfudents
-who bbtaln less than a 2.0 their
first semester to be academically
suspended their second semester instead of being placed on
academic probation. ·
Stephanie Thom~as, chairper~
uses for the equipment, valued · son of th,e UNH- academic
By Bryan Alexander
at $20,000. After two months .. standards and advising commit-Some University of New
of discussion the committee tee, said this standard had been
Hampshire students will have
the opportunity for hands -on pres·ented its findings to the in effect "for years prior to
1984" when the committee
experience with video equip- executive board of the senate.
Accorging to the bill pro- began to consider "if one semesment next semester. This is the •
. result of a student senate ex- posed by the committee, the ter was a long enough tirrie .for
ecutive decison last night to Theatre department will b~st , them (freshmen) to adjust."
be able ''to utilize the existing ·
Thomas said "For two years
donate video eqtiipm~nt to the
equipment in a way we tracked the J>rogress of
STVN
Theatre
the
of
divison
Theatre
·a nd Communicatio n ·depart- which is both beneficial to the freshmen who were having
University and the , student academic problems to see how
ment. ·
The-Student Television Net- body."
the new standard was working.
Student Activity Fee business -No matter how poorly .they did
work (STVN) was shut down
earlier this year after the senate manager Jim Griffith, who sat their first semester, we did not
.
denied the organization fun.ding on the special committee, said s,u spend them:"
from the student activity fee. putting the eq1,1ipment under
Thomas said the committee
Since the organization's equip~ the Theatre and Communica- found giving freshmen that
ment was purchased with that tion department is the best extra chance "worked in some
cases but for the most part was
fee, it became property of the . solution. ·
"The decision best serves the delaying the inevitable."
'
student senate.
A committee from the senate
"A large percentage of stuVIDEO, page 12
was formed w look into possible __
1

THE TRIALS ANDTlUBUL ATIONS OF GIVING BLOOD~

advising com·~itte(;!'s experiment, said "I ~-ad teqib,le grades
my first semester here, but they
let me st~y after I talked to the
Dean.and now, firially, I"m doing
fine. It takes a. while to adjust."
Todd Jacobsen, a freshmanj
said ''I think that freshmen ·
should be given a -semester of
academic probation if they mess

sei:nesJer: or the ne~t year," said
,··
Th_oq1as,
John Kirkpatrick, Dean of the
College of ·Liberal Arts,. said
"With freshmen who ate having
problems academically, it is the
University's responsibility to
intervene as early as possible
. to make sure that students are G;E>A, page 12
on the right track e~~ly on in ·
.
·
their program."
Kirkpatrick said a semester ',
off can be a good opportunity
for a freshmen to "think about
FINAL ISSUE; This
what they want to do, what it
is the final issue of
means to be in school and why
they're here."
the fal I· semester.
Thomas said of the freshmen
The next issue will
who are academically suspended
"almost -half come back after
be Jan. 27.
a semester off."
Thomas said "We will try to
-be .flexible with freshmen that
. Calendar ·_page 5
. have first semester GPA's
(Grade Point Averages) close < Notices__page 6
to 2.0/ but students that "really
blow it will be suspended for
Editorial_ page 1,4
a semester."
Features_ page 1·7
John Larson; a freshm_a n
during .the two year span ( 1984Sports--p ~ge 28
1986) of the academic' and

Darr ~ley,. wi~h just 'a little ,b~t o·f sq.ueamishne.ss, gives blood . ·;ester:~ay. (Stu.Evans.pho to)

·
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The Semester in Review ·
• The women's field hock-ey
team came wit hin one goal of
being nationarchampions: ·

his source and tell his parents _
about the substance; a more ·
strict alcohol policy
with
( .
tougher sentences; and beer
_was banned from the MUB Pub.
'

• T he major issue in the gubernatorial race was the· Sea·- ·
brook nuclear plant, but not
even that could save Paul
McEachern, who lost to Gove rn o r John Sunnunu. Other
incumbent victors were Sena. tor wa·rren Rudman and· Con·, gressman 'Bob-Smith·.
• Ron SpicEU, fo~lowing the
advice -of student gov~~nment
leaders, resigned · as pres·ident
of MUSO.
..
.

'

• Christensen Hall residents
were in a:n uproar when two
Resident .Assistants (RAs)
were asked to resi·gn .
• The football team won seven
games in a row, and as eve:..
· ryones expectations were for
. no less than a playoff spot, they_
lost their last three_games.

.,
_
- • ~im Griffith·; the Student Ac• The _B oston R-ed Sox were · tivity Fee Org~nization (SAFO)
one strike away from winning
business manager,·.c ould not
the World Se-ries, but they
get into a safe to lock up. $91 ·
refused to betray their predein bills and $4,500 in checks ,
cessors,·_and lost to the New
so ·he hid the money ·in a
garbage can. Custodian Elsie
York r'v'lets in seven games.
Farrand found the money in the
• When students -returned to
morning.
ca,mpus, th,ey fQl,Jn_d a few .
things had changed over the
• REM came to th.e Fi.eld
summer: a· new drug policy, _ House. which made the student reveal

1

•

• A sniper was r-eported in • Both Alpha Tau Omega and
Congreve Hall, which led to Delta Chi fraternities g.ot new
Dean Sanborn searching stu~ houses; while Phi Kappa Theta
dents' rooms, without ·a search - is building· one.
warrant. His action is le_g al
under the University's bylaws.
• The Student Television Network (STVN) was completely
• In two weeks, there were shut down, after expensive
three assaults on women on equipment was -stolen .
the .campus.
JI
·, ,~

.NEWS IN"__
Concerted efforts unde rBases in Philippines esway t o -remove -c h ief ·of
st~ntial to national secur- .
staff
Casey's:testimo.n y l_e aves ·
ity of US
Washington-Two of President Reagan's clos~st
Congress baffled
· Tokyo-The commander of the United Sates '.

political advisors are pressing the chief executive
to remove his chief of staff in an attempt to restdre
public cor1fidence in 'the troubled administration.
According to sources close to the Reagan family,
/ Michael Deaver and Stuart Spencer, with active
' support from First Lady Nancy Reagan, have
contacted the president on several occasions,
informing him that only by removing Donald Regan
as chief of staff will public confidence be restored. ·
Mr. Spencer will fly to Washington sometime
next week from his -home from Southern California
to meet with other Reagan supporters to _discuss
a plan of action concerning the possible removal
of Mr. Regan. Mr. Deaver, who is currently under
investigation on conflict-of-interests charges, has
been contacted-frequenly by Mrs. Reagan since
Thanksgiving. The two men, who were close advisors
· to Mr. Reagan during his tenure in California politics,
Reagans' Christmas dinner list.

-S t udents express ·s orro w' victory

Pacific Fleet said that the Subic Bay Na val Base
Washington-The director of the Centra1Intel- and Clark Air Base are essential to the survival ·
ligence Agency (CIA) took the stand in the of the Philippines and detrimental to the security
Congressional investigation of the arms-Iran-contra of the United States.
controversy Wednesday.
.
Admiraljameslyons,Jt t~ld American journalists
William Casey, under oath, testified before the based in Tokyo that having the bases is "the key
House Foreign Affairs Committee to relate the to· our remaining a power in the western Pacific"
CIA operatives ·in regards to the mission, which and that "there are no good alternatives" for
sent arms-to Iran in exchange for American hostages . replacing the military bases in the Philippines.
held in the Middle East. The profits gained by the
The two military bases are used by American
sale of inflated prices of the weapons were then military persopnel until 1991, at which time the
directed to a Swiss bank account, where contra rebels Philippine government could either extend tl}.e
could withdraw funds to support their fight against u,se of the bases or refuse to. lease the land to the
the Sandani•s ta government.
· ,
American military., Both Lyons and Philippine
. Casey, whose testimoqy -was thelast to be heard president Corazon Aquino have expressed a great
before the House ·committee, told the members need to reach _an agreement concerning the use
that he didn't know that the profits gained through of such bases.
·
/
the sale of arms to Iran were directed to a secret
bank account. The testimony, which lasted for nearly
five hours behind closed doors, revealed no new
,
I
information in regards to foreign policy controversy,
said members of the select committee, They further
stated that the testimony_was, in their estimatioµ,
1
incomplete and unsatisfactory.

Dukakis co~tinues J> o p- ,
pase shortened ,one

Paris-Tens of thousands of students,_joined by
. their families and members. of labor unions, took
. to the streets once more to demonstrate both grief .
and victory over the recent demonstrations which
rocked the French capital recently.
Although th1s was perhaps the last and quietest
of student demonstrations in recent weeks_, the
In Tuesday, Dec. 9 issue of The New Hampshire;
students took to the streets to prove that once again
that many people do not .agree with the policies .- a picture of Jodi-Ann Johnson was placed above
a quote made by-Carol Hague id the On-The-Spot
of the French government. They came in force to
section of the publkatio-n. The New Hampshire
celebrate ~heir recent victory over a government
regrets ~he error.
policy which attempted to change. the university
1
system.
'
_
'
Carrying -banners bearing :·mourning", the
students also expressed their gr!ef-nver the fatal
beating of 22 yea·r old Malik Qussenike by a .F.r ench
policeman during the we~ketid. _

Correction

Boston-Mas~achusetts governor Michael Dukak~s
vowed to continue and strenghten ;his opposition
against a pl art to reduce the -eyacuation zone
surrounding the Seabrook nuclear power .e_lam from
10 miles to 2.
··
The Bay State governor; who was in the nation's
capital on Wednesday, ~voiced his opposition to
the proposal submitted by New Hampshire Yankee,
·the principal owner of the plant, which, by reducing
the evacuation zone from ten to two would cut •
off Massachusetts tOWffS and therefore' cutting off
the need of the Bay State's approval ·of an adequate
·evacuation plan.
·
Dukakis has been join~d - by Congressional
delegates from both Massachusetts and New ·
Hampshire, who say that the reduced zone is contrary
to the needs .and safety of their constituents.
·
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DePorte wins LindJ>ergAward
By Marla G. Smith
Michael DePorte, director of
graduate studies in English, has
been named the first recipient
of · the Lindberg Award for
Outstanding Scholar-Teacher
· in the College of Liberal Arts.

The award honors Gary Lindberg, 44,' a university English
pro.fessor who died last February
of Hodgkin's disease.
"I felt very close to him
(--Lindberg)," said DePorte. "He
was a good friend. It made the
award valuable and perpetuates
Gary's memory. It means a lot
to me that it was in his name
and honor."
The award includes a $2,500
, stipend for DePorte. The money
must be used in further scholarly
interest. DePorte, 47, is unclecided of'-how he will spe_nd the
monev.
Stuart Palmer, dean of the
College of Li_b era~ Arts wrote
to DePorte in a congratulatory
letter, "As was Professor Gary
Lindberg, you are a great credit
to· the College of Liberal Arts
and the University of New
Ham_pshire:"
DePorte will pr~sent a public

Liberal Arts lecture as part of another," said DePorte. "One
the award ·sometime in 1987. makes time for what he likes
The subject selection is ·De- to do."
Porte:s choice.
.
As an undergraduate, DeThe selection committee in- Porte attended Princeton Unicluded Palmer; Sigmund Abeles, versity and graduated magna
arts; Betty Roberts, social ser- cum · laude- in 1960 from the
vice; Sarah Sh_e rman, English; University of Minnesota. He
William Wallace, geography; earned his master's in 1964 and
·E ric Hastings, student repre- . his doctorate degree in 1966 ·sentative; Galen Joens, micro ~ from Stanford University. ·
biology; and Rola.nd Kimball,
DePorte taught in Chicago
education.
·
from 1965-1972. He was a
DePorte's fields of interest ·teacher's assistant i.q.d vi?iting
in teaching includes restoration professor at Stanford.
and 18th Century literature;
"Honestly the best students
psychology and literature;James
here (at UNH) are comparable
· Joyce; and the European novel.
to those at Stanford," said
_ DePo:rce said his favorite genre
DePorte. "I like New Hampto _teach is 18th Century liter,.
shire stud~nts because they are
ature and the course Madness
interested in learning · new
in Literature.
things."
While teaching, De Porte
DePorte said he has noticed
found time to write the book,
most UNH students haven't
Nightmares and Hobbyhorses:
read much pre-19th Century
Swift, Sterne, and Augustan
literature.
Ideas of Madness which was
DePorte enjoys -drawing,
published in 197 4. He is cocross-country skiing, sailing,
editor of the book, Approaches
gardening and carpentry.
to Gulliver's Travels which will
He lives in Durham with his
be pub)ished by the Modern · wife Melinda. They have two
Language Association.
children Cathy, 27, and Becky,
"Most of what I do feeds into
26.
mv tPach i flg in one · way~ or

UNH technician soldering a- railing outside of the MUB
yesterday. (Craig Parker photo)

UNH pays for
Flanders' trip

By David Olson
wntrng by UNH President
UNH Director of Public Gordon Haaland and Registrar
Safety David Flanders' recent - Stephanie Thomas.
Most of the trip was paid for
three-week trip to the People's
Republic of China has resulted · with money from President \
in angry accusations from stu- Haaland's discretionary fund,
·
_
dent leaders and a-rumor that Flanders said. Flanders has resigned or been _ "UNH paid for $4,818 of the
trip," he said. "I paid $719 in
fired.
"I am not ~esigning and I out-of-pocket expenses." Flandcategorically deny any rumors ers also said he ·paid for roundtrip airfare to Seattle.
.
that I have been fired," he said.
_ Student Body President Jay
Flanders said he went to
China with the International Ablondi, Student Activity Fee
Scharff presented the prob- ent tactors, such as the time, Associatiqn of Campus Law Organization Business Manager
lem to Felix De Vito, who is now cost, and different approaches Enforcement Administrators · Jim Griffith, and Student Ac(IACLEA). Be was one of 16 tivity Fee Council Chairperson
Director of_ Campus Planning.
IACLEA
-members from around Warner Jone_s said they feel:.the
DeVito says he did a "feasib_ility ,.
1
· the c~untry-who were invited ·_ funding for the ·trip could have
st-µd( weighing several differbeen
used
in
a better fashion.
to attend.
Flanders ~aid the trip was
approved both verbally. and_in CHINA, page 18

Handicap ped wait f<>r .· tamp
_By Cara Connors ·
After several phone calls and
a letter of reque~t, q~adraJ?_l~gic
Daniel Vachon 1s still waiting
for a ramf) to be installed in the
P.a ul Creative Arts Center's
_Johnson Theater.
.,., Vachon first became aware
of-the problerp after he attended
t\ie p-Jay ''.Whose Life is -it
Anyway?" with a group of
quadraplegics.
.
With the assistance of theater
manager Thomas Scharff, a
temporary ramp was constructed to help Vachon and the other
quads into the audience.
·
After the play, however, the
wooden ramp was dismantled.
Since then, Vachon and other
physically disabled individuals
have had to be lifted onto the
stage to view·e~ents and musical
- programs from backstage.
Vachon and other quadraplegics like Ron Christie, have
reservations about this practice.
"You feel like you're in the
wav. You can't see much - it's
dark," said Christi_e about watching from backstage.
. "You feel conspicuous," added
Vachon.
Vachon then proceeded to
write a letter on November 10
to Thomas Scharff. The-letter
outlined his concerns about not
wanting to b~ carried backstage.
Among -these was the fact .that
it is somewhat dangerous to be
physically lifted up the steep
set of stairs leading backstage,
said Vachon. Yet Vachon' s main
concern centered around the
principle that it is a "demeaning" practice.
_ "It's demeaning to ee hauled
upstairs like a piece of machinery," he said. ·
_
Scharff received thi--s letter and replied on November 19.
In his reply, he sympathized
with Vachon's concerns.
I~ a telephone interview,
Scharff said, "Dan Vachon is
riot alone : -He's been one or
many people who's been ·very
patient. (He's) right. It's been ·
long enough.''

TUNNEL VISION. A different perspective of the Barnes and Noble bookstore. · (File photo)
_.< .
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Yesterday, the Central Intelligenc e Agency .(CIA)
interviewe d students for jobs on the UNH .. campus.
. Their recruiting proc~ss got national attention, ·w hen·
Amy Carter was arrested while protesting therriat
,
the University oJ Massachusetts. .

~'I don't think it is wrong.
They've got to get people
from somewhere, right?."
Matt Sanner
· Sophm,ore
English/Liberal Arts

.W hat do' you thin k of the .
CIA cond ucti ng inte rvie ws
on the. UN'H ·cam pµs?.

uI think it's grf:Jat. We need
a good laugh." •Chris Hall
.
Sophmore
Political Science
\

uI think it is necessary for ,
students to be able to have '
access to the national agencies hiri~g processes.

"It's cool. I didn't realize
people opposed their coming here; but I don't think
it would be right to exclude
the CIA if other organiza- . ·
, tions <:an come a·n d interview."
Chris Cete
]untor
SociologJJ

1

",,

Ruth Boettcher
$enior ·
·Political Science

'·

'

J...

.FIN AL EXA MS FILM SCHEDULE
THE SNOBS AGAINST THE SLOBS.

Cadd yshac k'
AJon Peter, i?roduct,on

"C:ADDYSHACK "

. CHEVY CHASE•RODNEY DANGERFIELD
•· ' TED KNIGHT ;MICHAEL O'KEEFE
••d BILL MURRAY u Carl
Original Son~ by KENNY LOGGINS • 1;1usic (omposed by JOHNNY MANDEL
Written by BRIAN DOYLE-MURRAY &HAROLD RAMIS &DOUGLAS KENNEY
Executive Producer JON PETERS · Produce<! by DOUGLAS KENNEY
Directed by HAROLD RAMIS '"""""""'

I~

TU.ClAVAJ.AltJONCOI.V"IIA~t~ •ruo )

tru""iiilcf■o· y:;

-wEDN ESDA Y 7
1

1WQM'lNl!ICIVRl~ t· Of1,• ••11

-'LL ~

n ~w:•vto

~ '. ........,. ·o~~-~!!..::.:!~::::

SHOW IN-GS:

--

SHOW INGS:

MON DAY7 &9

'

&·9

TUES DAY7 &9
THUR SDAY 7 & 9

'
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,Cartoonists critique. toys
By Catherine Rosenquist

6. Aladdin #300 -Child Gui- of Fimily·and Consumer Studies
said the ''CPSC is reactive, not
From Dec. 10-24 as many as dance System by Aladdin ·
150 Pulitzer Prize _winning
7. America's Newest Hero proactive. They only react when --cartoonists will satirize war Bazooka by Upright Manufac- there are a lot of incide{}ts, say
· three or four infant deaths."
related toys- in newspapers turers
Kalinowski also said the
across the country, said Bob
8. Tag-Along Turtle and PullCPSC "only requests a voluntary
. Staake a Los Angeles cartoonist. Along Plane by Fisher Price
9. Lovely Baby Doll byG.M.G. recall ~f dangerous toys from
. Staake said "toy manufacturthe manufacturers."
ers are in e_sseµce telling your Corp9ration
children · that war is a harmless
10.· Sharkmatic 13 Shot Ca.p
"We do not have effective,
game. A.t a time when we 'a re Gun by Edison Giocattoli
across the board toy safety in
Swartz said there have been th~ United States,'~Swartz said.
all suppos-e d to be celebr.a ting
peace, it seems insane to turn documented deaths· in the past
He said, "Age recommenda_- ·
war into a Christmas present."
few years by toys such as Battl- tions, when given on packages
Other cartoonists involved _ esta·r GalaC:tica space toy by are fr_e quently inconsistent,
are Paul Szep from the Boston Mattel and Big Wheels by Louise misleading, inaccurate and inappropriate."
Globe, Tony Auph from the Marx Co.
Philadelphia Enquirer., Pa~.l
· Swartz said, "Some of these
According to Swartz, "the
Conrad from the Los Angeles killer toys have beeh recalled, · toy industry is plagued by inTimes and Mike Peters from the but many can still be found in adequate or non-existent pre· Dayton Ohio Daily News.
toy boxes throughout the United market review of toys."
Staake s.aid that sales of war States." · ·
Jones said at Toys R Us they
toys this .year, called .. action _
''Many children will be killed do fheir own testing to check.
toys'' by manufacturers, make or injured this year <J.S aresult safety of toys, looking out for
up 35 percent of total roy sales. of harmful playthings still pol- dangen;ms small parts and sharp
. · ·
He said that 1.2 billion dollars luting the marketplace and edges. .
is spent a year on these toys and America 's toy boxes," Swartz
Lorraine Eckland director of
that the sale of such toys ha·s said.
First Steps Infant/Toddler Cenincreased 600 •percent sinc.e
.Swartz said it is time for the ter in Barrington .said, "Manu1982. .
· Consumer Products Safety Com- facturers need day care people
G.l. Joe, an army action doll ·mission (CPSC) and.the Toy to te·s t toys . We are a resource
- put out by Hasbro is the second -Manufacturers Association to that definitely could be used."
Eckland said consumers in
most popular toy on the market; name names;
said Staake~
Professor Michael Kalinows- general are "too trusting of the
S ta ake said his concern for ki 'trom the YNH Departme_11t TOYS, page 18
wac toys began last December
when his 18 month old son held
a toy hand gre_nade at a:·friends
house.
He said he is "shocked by the
number of guns, tanks and
grenades on the country'~ toy
shelves...
·
Szep a fellow cartoonist, said,
'There h,as to 9e some psychologica'l effect" of the war toys .
. .. -A•·w e· 'a'l wa"ys ta lk ·about world
· pea:ce, but•we are raising ou r ·
·
·
own kids on war."
Lin Gubellini, a teacher at the
_Ke Uy Brook Day Care ~enter
in Dover said in her center there
is not "much use for Rambo."
She said war-toys "encot1rage
harmful behavior in a school
and children begin to act out
violent beha;ior." ·.
"·
Mary Jane Kalinowski,. the
·supervising teacher at Durham's
Child/Family Ceni:~r said .there
' is "no gun play at our school.
Jo hn D avi d Barto e, a former Challenger astf onaut, s poke
But even if there weren'.t actual"
yesterday in M~rkland. (Mark Des Rochers photo)
_
guns, children will turn othei:
,
J
obj-ects into guns. Not ·having
guns doesn't meah there won't
be guns." ~ _
_
"Most schools ·don't eng<J.ge
in gun play," Kalinowski said.
She said it is refer-red to as
"negative play.'' ·.
_
According to Kalinowski
there are a lot ~f dangerous parts
on these action .toys, "shields;
hats and lasers that are remov~8
_
. able and are dangerous because
__August 8., 198 7
they can be swallowed 'by children."
·
Ken Jones, area general manThe Seventh Annua·l German Summer School ager in New England for Toys·
of
the
J\tlantic ai iiie University of Phode •~land in
R Us said he believes, "Any toy ·
.a,...orleration .with the GoetheJ nstitute Boston.
misused can be dangerous."_ , .
Jones saiq. he agreed that
German wi ll be the sole language of communication , and German
Hasbro's G.I. Joe was one of the
l ife ~ nd cu ltur-e the heart of this six week residency program of
i ntens ive _language study. _
.
more popular ·toys this season.
Edward M/ Swartz, a Boston
You. ma~' earn up to nine undergraduate: or graduate credits while
attorney, has' recently released
l i\ in g i n' the beawt ifu l surroundings of our country campus, just
a toy buyers guide book titled,
minutes away fror:7 Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and his- .
toric summer co lon ies.
Toys That Kill.
Last w-e ek Swartz also reThis progr a:-m ) s ideally suited for anyone wishing to learn or
. leased his candidates fo r the "10
improve nis or her German - from business people and
worst toys of the year 1986." ·
tr_a velers , to· ·students planning work or s·tudy abroad . Take
The candidates are:
advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in this total
1. Puff the .,Magic D ragon by
Germ_an Language experience .
Avon
, .
2. Tyke Bike by PlaySkool , ,,
..
For details: Dr. John Grand i n
3. Ci rrus p ow n s T i~ ~~p. by
-.~ - Q_-' o_
Dr.
Otto Dorn
rgnguages
, Co-Directors
D akin
·
De partme
nt ofbeLa
.
Uni ve rsi.y of Rhode Island
4. Pieces of Body sold-at Jamie
Ki ngston, Ri 02 881 14011 792-59 11
CanaisCo.
. 5. America Ninja WeaponS~t
by HG Industries

Learn German

This Summer

Last day of classes.
,,

.

Contradance_-Swallowtail.Strafford Room, MU:B, 7:30 p.m.,
admission $3.
.
· - .
MUSO Film-Double Feature: "Santa Claust 8 p.m. and "A ·
Miracle on 34th Street," 10 p.m. MUB Pub, ~tudents $2, general
$4.:
/

SATl]RDAY, DECEMBER 13
Men's _Hockey-at Boston Colleg~.
Men's-Basketball-a( Rhode Island.
Women's_Basketball-at Massachusetts.•
Commencement-Field Hou~e, 10:30 a.m ..
Winter's Eve Concert-NH Gentlemen performing with BN atural Brass Quintet and av_gther ::1. capella singing group.
Johnso'n Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
MUSO Concert-Smithereens. Granite State Room, MUB,
9 p.m., students $5, general $8.
·
MUSO Film-Double Feature:· "Psycho,., 5:30 arid 9·: 30 p .m.;
"Frenzy," 7:25 and 11:25 p.m., Strafford Room, MUB.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 15
Readi~g Day-No classes ..
MUSO Film-"Monty Python & the Holy Grail." Strafford
Room, MUB, 7 and 9 p.m., student~ $1,:general $2.
,
·

TUESDAY, DECEM-BER 16
Final Exams begin
. MUSO Film-"Caddy Shack.' ; Strafford -Room, 'MUB, 7 and
9 p.m., students $1, general $2.
_
_
- ·.
.

WED NESDAY, DECEMBER 17
MUSO Film-"Monty Python & the Holy' Grail." Strafford
Room, MUB, 7 and 9 p.m., students $1, general $2.
_

. THURSD AY, D ECEMBER 18
MUSO Filrfr-"Caddy Shack." Strafford Room; MUB-, 7 a~d
·
_
9 p.II1., students $1, general $2.
;,,

, SATURDAY, D ECEMBER 20 ·.
>-

•

Final Exams end.
Residence Halls close, 7 p.m.

CALENDAR I NFORMA TibN ,MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB'.
(Ob~erve deadlines on proper fo rms) _
·

The New. Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and disuibuted semi- ·
~weelcly throughout the academic yea-r. Our offices are located ·in Room
151 of the Memor'ial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business_
Office hours: Monday ~ F'riday 10 arh - 2 pm. Academic year subscription-:
'$24.00 . Third class postage paid at Durham, NH OJ824. Advertisers should
/heck their ads the first da-y. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for ~ypograph•-::al or other errors; but wilt repr-int rhat part
of an ;idvertiserrienc in which-a typographical error appears, if notified
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
_ 151 MU!3, UNH, Durham, NH 03824 ._10,000 copies printed per issue
b-:rfourna/ Tn'bun{ Biddeford, Maine.
"
.

Ju_
ne

Ds..~,.,

''Friends
Oon't L~t.
FfieiJds ··
Drive 'Dru.nk''
· Natlon~i ·Drunk and Drugged Driving
Awareness Week
.: December _14"20, 1986
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OTICES
ACADEMIC
JUNIOR YEAR STUDY ABROAD-D IJON,
. FRANCE: Application and information regarding
the program are available in the. office of Dept.
<, of French and Italian, Room 102, Murkland. They
·
should be retun1ed _by December JS.

SAFE RIDES: Sponsored by UNH-Oyst~r River
- Safe Ride .Program. A ~ervice for students 'to provide
safe transportatio n home for drivers under the
influence of alcohol and/ or other drugs -a nd/ or
those riding with them. On Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evenings from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m . call-.8621414.

NATIONAL DRUNK AND DRUGGED DRIV SUMMER FACULTY FELLOWSHIPS: The deadING AWARENESS WEEK: The goal of the week
line for summer faculty fellowship applications
of December 14-20 is to heighten awareness about
is January 15 . Applications detailing the faculty
the facts of drugged and drunk driving. It .is
member's summer plans and supporting letters
important to remember that if you choose to drink
from chairpersons .and one . additional faculty
or use ,other drugs, make responsible decisions
member should be sent to William Drew, Associate
·
regarding your u.se.
Dean at the Graduate School. 1987 summer stipends
will be $2,500 for junior fanilty and $3,000 for
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOU S MEETING:
senior faculty. Junior awards are given to assistant
For individual~ concerned about their drinking
professors; se-nior awards to associate or full . or drug use,··Wednesd ay, Wolff House, noon to
professor positions. For more information ·.c all · · 1 p.m.
3005.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC S: For
CAREER
individuals affected by a parent's problem drinking.
Thursdays, Underwood House, 7-8:30 p.m.
EXTENDED OFFICE AND OAR.BER LIBRAR y
MEETINGS
HOURS: Career P,lanning & Placement; Room
203, Muddles ton will remain open until 8 _p.m.
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZAT ION MEETon Tuesday evenings until the end of the semester.
ING: Wednesdays, Room 15, Catholic Student ·
7-8 p.m.
Center,
GENERAL
UNH STUDENT PEER GROUP . ME:ETING:
Group discusses accessibility, transportation , and
variou~-other issues, affecting disabled students
· in the campus environment . Th\lrsday, Notch
Room, MUB, noon to 1:30 p.m.

MUB LOCKERS: Renew lockers for next semester
or turn your keys in for your key deposit refund
before December 20, Rqom 322, MUB.
HORSEMAN 'S CLUB CHRISTMAS PARTY:
Videos will be shown, plenty of refreshments .
Saturday, December 13, Light Horse Classroom,
6p.m.

CAMPUS GAY AND LESBIAN · ALLIANCE
MEETING: Discussion of lesbian & gay cultural
a~areness week, fundraising, and educati?':1al and
social programs for next year. Sundays, J:>h1hp Hale
Room, Paul Arts, 6-8 p.m.

COMMENCE MENT RECEPTION: The Parents'
Association invites graduates and their" guests to
attend a reception at New' Hampshire Hall prior
to the ceremony. Refreshment s, will be served
beginning at 8:30 a.m., Saturday, December 13,
Gymnasium, New Hampshire Hall.

UNH DEBATE SOCIETY' MEETING: Learn to
speak informatively and effectively. All students
interested in campus debates and/ or deba_te and .
speech tournaments are welcome to attend meetings. Mondays, R~om 325, Horton, 8:15 p-:m : ..

NH OUTING CLUB SKI TRIP TO WILDCAT
MOUNTAIN: Bus ride to and from mountain, adult
all day, all diairs lift ticket, beginn~r group lesson,
for $27 . Thursday, December 18.. Sign up early
in Room 129, NHOCOffice, MUB.

GERMAN CLUB MEETING: Meet other s~udents
interested in the German culture., Tuesdays, Room
9, Murkland, noon to 1 p.m.

HE.ALTH
I,

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOU S MEETING: Closed
meeting for women_concerned about, their drinking
or drug use. Friday, Wolff 1:Iouse, noon to I p.m. .·

1
·

NEW TEST AMENT FELLOWSHI P MEETING:
Tuesdays, Room 304_, Horton, 7 p.m.
COLLEGIAT E 4-H MEETING: Fo; interested
students. Sur:ictay::, December_14, Poultry Barns,
·
8p.m. ·

t

•

NOTICE INFORMAT ION MUST BE SUBMIT. TED TO TH)! OFFICE OF STlJDENT ACTIV-

•''

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms) ·

One of the major modes of transpo~tatiort for many c_o m_mu~ers
is the Coast K.ari-van bus system. (Mark Des~ochers photo)

l~~ 4U NH :
Living off cam pus,
By Ned Wo9dy
Although many freshman and
sophomores live on campus,
they may have to. face the
eventuality of commuting. Due
· to housing demand~ and the
lottery system, many upper- _
dassmen are unable to gee oncampus hou,s ing. _For them, ·
'
' commufing :is a•,ne,cessity. '
Over half of the students at
the U r:fo:ers·ity of. New Hampshire commute, whether our of .
choice or 'nee"d'. :Technically ; a··
commuter is anyone who, does
n:o t live in UNH-owned housing. Most people, however,
think of a commuter as someone
who must find some means of
transportati on other than his
feet to get to class. Such is the
case with junior Sally.Smith. She,
lives off campus not because of
the lottery, but because she
chose to .
"I didn't wane to live in a
dorm bec~use I wanted to have
my own place,'·' she says. 'Tm
definitely more independen t
now that I liv~ off c~mpus."

Because 's he lives in an apart'men t, Smith has to deal with
paying bills more often than
when she lived on campus. It
is a more ·" real world" type of
living when one has to pay bills
throughout the semester _instead
of just one lump · sum at the
· beginning. However, this does
not -mean that c.o mmucjng ismore expensive than living on
campus. Due to the housing
work exchange program, co~~
' et.
muting is sofuetimes chea"p
This program is set up by the
Commuter Transfer Center and
enables students to live in an
apartment or house in. return
for some type of worksuch as
child care or yard WoFk. This
work may cover all ·of par't of
·
the boarding fee. . .
JoA:fl'ne-Fill 6, a commuter,
lives in an apartment in Newmarket. She was lott·eri-ed our
her juniof year, but e.nj,p ys
commuting n;iore than l,iving
_o n campus-. "h's a lot inore
0

LIFESTYLES, page 22

············· ············· ··~········· ············· ·········~:

'' BEST

UNION BAY
FLEECE
JACKETS
These heavyweight
Fleece Jackets will
insolate you from
the chill of winter.
Eight colors to
choose from. Great
for Guys & Gals-.

Special Price

$

35 90

Comp Val~e $45

SCOOP

·\

-1N TOWN"
PERFECT STOCKING STUFFER
OR SECRET SANTA GIFT

cbio's
,
pista .

,

G,IFT CERTIFICATESI
/

- : $5.00, $3.00, FRAPPE, SUNDAE,' &
MEDIU M-CON E .CERTIFICATES
,
AVAILABLE Ill

...•...•..... .•........... ............• . .•........... .........
-

~
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Stitd ent .to tour El Salva dor

· Jenkins Court 1• 868-703i' ,

afford, such as p aper,"said People of El Salvador in copBy S. K inney
.,
eration with the US Campaign
·
Markey.
A University of New HampMarkey said El Salvador has for the University of El Salvashire junior will tour El Salvador
the week o f Jan. 11 to help . a history of poverty. The dev- · dor.
. electronicaily typed
" When I get back I wil _l be
astation of the earthquake has
establish a "sister relationship"
caused problems in keeping ·sharing my experience through
between UNH and the Univer~
things going. This effects the slide presentations," said Mar~
sity of El Salvador.
.
.
''The General Associ,a ti6n of University a'nd the money it key.
Rev. David Grainger, Chaplin
Salvadoran University students, _receives for operations.
typing, 25 resumes, matching sheets, envelopes ·
requested US college students · . Markey will visit the student to the University and Director
said
Ministry
pus
Carri
the
of
.
the
and
union
s
r
teac;he•
uriion,
a
cstahlish
and
to come down
labor union . She will attend Markey is a good representative
s'ister relationship with them
revisions made ~asily w / our 1 yr. mem. storage
some classes and meet with to hav.e going El Salvador. Last
intern.:1the
need
they
because
January she was part of a group
tional support, fU1ahcially and officials at the us embassy.
"If students .understand the of students that went to Cuerpolitically,": said Kristy Markey,
. open 8:30-3:30, Monday-Fri.
problems of a third world 'uni- navaca, Mexico and was there
an1Englisq m ajor.
According to Markey a· "sister versity, they might appreciate for two weeks for a seminar at
relationship" is -a' special iecog-, the benefits of a first world . the Cuernavaca Center for In- ~------~ -------- -- -- - -- - -- - --.
terculture Dialogue on Develuniversity . .
nition that the Uniyersity of El
In A,u gust she _spen.t
opment.
rnae
lnt•
for
Program
,"The
•
and
goals
Salvador has the same
"11 r_~_a-__
P), UNH a month in Nicaragua with /the
ideals as .an institu te of higher . · tiona-l Perspectives(PI
1
FederChristian
Group
and
World
Haaland
Gordon
President
.
.
:
.
·
UNH.
·,a'.s
lear11ing
"L thin k UNH can benefit Dan Garvey, the Associate Dean ation.
Graingei: said he would like
from the cultural and social .of Student Affairs have all
en'c ouraged me and I also re- to see the beginnings of student
awareness th.:it ·such a relationCor:,gratulations to: .
ship can provide," said Markey. . ceived funding from the admin- . exchange, for example student
. "We can all benefit from:· the i istr~tiop for · t l:iis . rr ip," said newspapers :' He said there a.re
. .
a lot of infotmation exchanges
Jon Claire
cultural exchange and the U ni~r M<!,rkey.
versity of El Salvador can benefit ·; -· Sonny Davis, F9 reign Strn;ly that can be done outside the
· Peter Durfee
:'Coordinator of,PJI>, ,,said tbe academic realm.
.
from aid from us.': .
fact
a
on
going
is
Markey
Markey
see
p:leas~d:ro
'is
ter
cen
,
implynot
is·
she
said
ALPHA PLEDGE
Markey
· Jay Grimes .
',I.
ing that the administration ·send · go abroad "to a non-traditional finding trip and to· establish -·
CLASS.
Jon KiHan
area to gain understanding of some relations in El Salvador.
money to _El Salvador_, but _said
specifically
more
learn
PIP
.will
She
,stu_d ent_organizatiops such as ,that culture first hand."
Larry.Quinl an
ericoui-ages other students to w~at is gojng on in El Salvador.
Comrilittee On Central America
is
i(
Grainger
.
to
ng.
i
i,:q,
·
Acco
example.
fo1l'ow Markey's
Da.ve'. Radzelovag e _
(COCA), could send ·materials
' tO t~eJJ niversity. of El Salvador. . Markey received information important to open other chan-.
~John Skelly
for this ventirre from the Com- nels for ·information besides the
"We qn help provide them
-- FROM,., •: r, , ,
mittee ir-i'Solida:rity ·with' th'e · press.
wit~~sch_o oJ ·m c1 terials ·rhey ca·,n 't
_:George Vial le

RESUMES

·. $18.50 includes

· _a-_._•_I_a-_·_w_•_O ,
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ATO

THE ,BROTHERS

·oF
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MAIN STREET
MAGAZINE

~

·~

NEXT SEMESTER

~

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

EDITORS.
WRITERS
PRODU CTION STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Apply now in Rm. 153 of the MUB or call 8681843 or 868-6157 for informatio n.

@
~

~

~
~

~
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.~

~

~
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~

~

TOWN SHIP

~

PHOTO GRAP

~
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~

~

~

~

~

~

~

926-8444 .

~

- - - ~- -- ~

~

SEE YOU NEXT
SEME STER!

~

:
~

~

a

i
:

~

your specialist in event photography
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g~kPNs

..· ' ½\f"f? GE!nettilly' Weighed 'in Grams . '
ff Ow .~uch .Does This Chitin Weigh?
. . 1s~A -~ ·oqd,. Questi.on To.Ask.

(

The fol!O,IJ!.in'g are 'thi an.swers you :can ~expect
to rece_rve Jrom the Jewelry ~tores . in the area.
EARRINGS & COMPANY ..
· 1. Each piece is marked ·with
· the gram weight to help you
know exactly what you are
buying. And we will write it
. down for you to take & com-··
pare.. (That is if .you can get :
anyone else to tell you the
weight of their chains) ·
I

•

ALL OTHERS
1. We don't know.
2. Don't _h~ve a _scale.
3. The man ager is not here.

4. You .don't need to know
_the weight. ·

By Katharine Doyle

In 1980 Pinochet was up fot
1!,- University of New Hamp- re-election.
shire student discovered this
"If you voted no, you would
week that her friend was kid- ~ost likely_be beaten up by the
napped two months ago by the Pmochet guards," sc:tid Grover.
South American Chilian govern~rover ~aid Amnesty Interment. Ellen Gr(>ver, a UNH n_a t10nal 1.s working for the
junior, was not totally surprised · release of Totoro . .
by Flavia Totoro's abduction.
Grove.r found out about To"Fl_ayia's family is very in- toro's kidnapping in a_letter
volved in protests against the from a friend living in Chile.
Pinochet government," said She has been missing since
Grover, who attended junior October.
•
.
high school with Totoro. - ·
"Through everyone and
"Police came in, beat up her anyone's letters, Amnesty Inmother and took Flavia out of ternational puts pressure on the
bed. They have not seen her government to release the_prisince," said Grover.·
soners," said Grover.
In 1973 the Chilian gover- , Grover; a daughter of ;n ex- .
ment held their first democratic Chilian diplomat, went to school
election, won by socialist Al- · with Totoro in Santiago, Chile.
lende Salvador. Salvador was Grover says she worries about
overthrown months later by other Chilian friends she has
Pinochet. Pinochet is now the · not heard from in a while.
head of the Chilian gover~ment.
· "I would love it if everyone
"Pinochet promised demo- could write a letter through
cracy," Grover said, "but he is Amnesty International ·because
becoming a dictator." ,
it really helps," Grover said . .

Call us _-a nd find out where we are.
.

Durham • 44 Main Street • 868-6~72
Roche•ter • LUac Mail • 332-4421
Port•n1outh • Mar•h•II• Mall • 4 .36-1986

Why not take your loved one out to a
.
candlelight -dinner with the money you saa,e.

Sen1i11R the University sinc~1978

T-Shirts

Have A ~reat Holiday Season.

• Hooded Pullovers·• Totu • Baseball Caps
•' Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom ·oesigns
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Ad~ertlsing Items
In-House Art Dept

603/431-831ff .
3n1 Lafayette Road ·(Rte 1 l . Portsmouth, NH

Attention.o·ecember Graduates

Jiquitable Financial Services
one of America's largest corporations

Looking for someone with a college
background to market a full -line qf
financial products incuding: :
•Real Estate Limited Partnerships
•IRA's··
•Insurance
-• Tax Shelter
• Pension Plans
and more
Company supplies 3 ·ye_ars training with ·
salary plus comQ1issions and full benefits.
_Candi~ates will start in Ja~uary and will
wo,rk in the southern New Hampshire
area.
For a personal interview call Andy Lord at 668-7602
_beginning Dec. 16
E.O.E.
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Grou psSp recld holid ay spirit
By Susan Do·o ley
All too ofom,' the spirit of the

•entation e_ar:lier this fall.
Sigma B1:ta and Chi Omega
will spread holiday cheer this
holiday season is lost at tbe
afternoon at Forest Park. The
University of New Hampshire.
Few will argue -that it is hard daycare center of .t his apartment
complex will be freated to the
to think of, ,never mind get
excited abo~t Christmas, espe-, showing of "The Grinch Wl:io
cially right before finals week. Stole Christmas,' ' and "Santa
A few ~ocal organizations have ' Claus Is Coming To Town."
The event is being coordinatovercome this apparently
Scrooge-like campus disinterest ed by _M atthew Stewart,, who
by opening their hearts to the runs all the fraternity's philanless fortunate residents of the thropy projects. Rumor has · it
that Santa himself ( actual-ly a
Seacoast Area.
·
·
Last night, approximately 25 Beta alumni) is ,expected to
brothers of Sigma Nu fraternity appear with gifts for all the
·
sang Christmas · carols to the children.
In the la.rg~st effort on camresidents ·of the Edgewood
Manor Rest Home in Ports - pus, Area III residents ended
their holiday drive last night
mouth.
Paul Murphy, a member of -with a display of all- the collected
· the fraternity"s service commit- goods at Philbrook dining hall.
The area's five dorms, under
tee and a New Hampshire
Gentlemen said, "The people the organizational efforts of
like it,- they don't get out much Assist.ant Director of Residenso it's gre·a t to bring the -music tial Life Anne Lawing, each
chose a specific ~hari.ty and a
to them."
J i-m Siener, chairman of the specific item for its benefit.
Williamson collected money
project said his entourage was
welcomed back for the holiday and purchased a Christrhas tree
chorale after a successful pres- for a locaf home for the needy. ·

:- Babcock donate.cl canned goods, ·
and the Mini-dorms and Hub- ,
bard collected clothes.
.
Liz Delucia, a sophmore floor
representative in Christensen,
ne1peq 1ead h,er·qorm's toy drive.
Each resident donated 50 cents
and the hall ·government
matched the contributions with
a larger· amount.
The dorm's· residents· also
brought used, but quality toys, -back tq school after Thanksgiving break. Sunday night, they
held a toy workshop where
volunteers refurbished the
second-hand toys and cut ·and
painted blocks creat~d from endof-t he-seines ter_' s dilapidated
lofts.
/
"It was a good time," said
Delucia. "About 70 percent of
the residents partici.P.ated, and
it brought a strong sense of
community spirit."
Only thirteen more days ...
there's still time to muster up ·
some· holiday cheer, and what
better way than to do something
for those less fortunate?

'--

UNH .bloQd drive draw s pints
.

-,

....,

'

By Pano Brooks
blood 'drive chairman Jarry '
The annual Durham Christ- Stearns. :·we had hoped to reach
mas-Blood Drive was a success, .our goal of a 1,000 pints by
and" the pints of blood will be tomorrow, but there is no way
appreciated gifts to those in ·410 stutlents will be here," said
St.e arns ..
nee9 during the holidays:
. "A.s of the end of Wednesd_ay
Ste~rns-has worked for the
eve·n;ing there have been 590 -- Red C~_oss for 35 years. When
pints oLhloDd donated . to .the she moy~d to _pu~ ba~ __the_J:3-:e_d _~
Red Ci-Tr~·s~~ '"' sai<l "Red ·'Cross · ·Cross -had ·started-··up~the- blood -

'

'

donor program. "I was here inthe 1%0's, 70's, S0's, an.d'I l_iope
to make it into the 90's. Working with the kids \-las been the
joy of my life," said Stearns.
·
Assistant blood drive chairman Raea~n Hoyt said, "It's
been very slow, and people have
really been extended with finals:"•·•The· nu1nber of first time

The Durham town Ch~istmas tree lighting up the downtown
area. (Chris Parker photo)
,.
\
. .
donors has been slightly up, but
some of the regulars have not
donated according to -Hoyt.
"We' re probably only going
to get 600 pints, but when I was
, a. srnd.en·t we had, no problem
breaking 1,000," said Hoyt, who
is a 1984 UNH graduate. Hoyt
, now works as an assistant
. manager at the Bed and Bath
store at the Fox Run mall in
Newington.

Senior Jo,ho ·,MacGre~r said
"I -felt like going something
good" as his -r~-asol) for donating
blood.
.
. "-I feel it's .one of my r,e sponsibilities, and it makes me feel
good . I'v_e -~Qn~ this·· five times
before," said senior Amy Craft.
Many other students were
donating blood and work as part
BLOOD,- page 22
I

_POSITIONS AVAILABLE
.

\

.,.C rotche·d .-M:buntain Rehabilft ~tiort ".C enter
~n Greenfiel d,· New Hampshir e, has opened
nine group home facilities on its mountain Jop cantpus: We are seeking to fill a number
.of staff positions which are ideal opportun. ities -for colle·g e-, studehts ~eeking: _

*meaningful work at competitive
wages
.
I
'
*flexible hours,
·. - < ·-'
*lo~ cost housing and 'meals
*college
tuition assistance
available·
-· .
.
. .
~

~

~

If y'ou are interested in help~ng others in a
growing, caring communit y, then we encourage you to call our personne l office at 547 -3311 or write to

Crotc he d Mounta in Rehabilit ation Center ,
Inc.
Greenfie_ld
~New Hampshi~e 03047

.
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- Come to...
the S~udent ·Ambassador Council _· _~n-formation· Night.
~

· January 26

6:oo~s:oo p.m. ::l_liot Alumni Center

Coffee an(:I Dessert will be served .

... Ar.i informal opportunity fnr interested

·>- .

JiMA~l66i!lial
·

SAC-p-rogram
-d out about the
is a link to f_i_nAmbassadorr
Council
students
_S tudent
The
between undergraduates. administrators
Applications forSAC
and UNH Alumni.
wil;· be available at the Information Night. .
All interested students are welcome and
·
encouragectto attend' .

<
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For undergraduate, graduate ·
and advanced degree students

;;

COLLEGE GRADUATES I'tlTERESTED IN ATTENDI~~ ,;,T ·H,E ;,Y EBRUl}f;X}
OFFICF.R CANDIDATE COURSE AND UNDERGRADUATES _~p~'I'.ERES1:~¥q\;
IN MARINE CORPS OFFICER PROGRAMS CALL 603 _43(, 09'.:J-'" '' ··~ J
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P· • S • don.' t forge t THE SMITHEREENS w./ s p e c i a
tomorrow nightin the PUB!
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<cominued from page 1)
up first semest½r._ I entered this
school as an electrical engineer,
but I hated it and I've changed
my major. Now I'm stuck in
these classes that I don't want
to take and that I'm not doing
well in."
Mark Morrison, another fresh man said "They need to weed
people out before they wast~
a conrl" ve:1 r-. ;1fi • 1 r l1cn flunk
out. i'11ndcrs1 :! 1 : , i' 1 h,;1 1 he·v h:wr

(continued from page 1)

to keep academic standards
high."
\
Cotee Masse, a freshman
business major, said "It's not
fair to be automatically suspended unless you get less than ,
a 1.0. Nobo-dy can try and fail
every class. If you have enough
intelligence to get into school,
and you flunk out, you're not
;:rying."
,
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Best Wishes for a Happy Holiday from
~
~
Durham Red Cross Blood Services · · ~
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gal said, "and when we kids get
older we'll think like he does."
Spiegal does no~ agree with this, I
but said he can understand that
some information can not be
given to the public.
When asked about the demonstrators' conduct, Dav id
Holmes Director·· of Career
Planning and Placement said,
nThey're behaving perfectly
well."
"They are presenting their
views in a perfectly articulate
and educated manner," Holmes
said.
The CI.A. recruiter was un..,
available for comment.
"They ( the demonstrators)
have a right to protest," said
Craig Peacock, senior Russian
major, while waiting for his
interview. "But the important
work they (the C.I.A.) do is
never seen. The few times they
got caught were the. bad times.
The good things they do aren't
advertised -for security reasons."
Graduate student R ick Kohn .

said, "I am apalled with CI.A. these activ1t1es.
acti'vites in trying to overthrow
"In El Salvador ... the CI.A.
democratic governments by helped put togther the treasury
undemocratic means. Why police. These are the people that
should the University harbor haul people out at night and run
an illegal organization?"
trucks over their heads . These
Demonstrators said the CI.A. are the people the Catholic
has broken the Boland Amend- Church tells us that have killed
ment, passed by Congress in over 50,000 civilians in the last ,
1983 restricting G.l.A. funding five years," said Stockwell.
According t-6 the Student
to the Contras, and the Nuremburg Laws, international laws Action Network Center in Wa-·
forbidding armed aggression shington, colleges students
against a country without an - across the US have protested
official declaration of war.
C.I.A. recruitment on their
"I personally think they ( the campuses. A Dnited Press InCI.A.) hav_e the right to recruit ternational story two weeks ago
on campus, but I think the reported 50 arrests at the Uni_students being interviewed have versity of Massachusetts when
a right to know things the CI.A. 300 students protested the
is not going to tell them," said presence of CI.A. recruiters . .
David Kearney, 21 year -old
' Tm very pleased to see a
resident of Dover.
demonstration," said David
According to a press release Watters, associate professor of
issued by the demonstrators, the English: Watters· stood outside
C.I.A. "supports and directs · Huddleston with the demoninhumane activities at home as strators. 'Tm very proud of'the
well as abroad." The relea's e students here;"
quoted Stoc~well's examples of

-VIDEO(continued fro m pag e 1)
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WHEN·IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR BOYFRIEND?

I
i

l

a) When the president of Phi Gamma Delto
asks you to Saturday night's Fiii Formal.
b) After raquetball class, to=tell him that the
instructor with the .Australian accent·and
those blue eyes d_
id wonders for your serve.·
c) When you iust feel like telling hhn you
miss him after all.
Maybe_you shouldn't tell him everything that's going on. But
if you still care about him, why not call and whisper some sweet
things he'll never forget?
·
Like why you call ·u sing AT&T Long Distance Service, and why you trust AT&T's high quality service
and exceptional value.
When you tell him that AT&T gives you immediate credit if you dial a \vrong number, he won't
be able to get you out of his mind.
And telling him you can count on
AT&T for clear, long dist~ncf>
connections will drive
him crazv.
All of \Vhich \\Till probably inspire him to drive
out for the weekend, giving
vou an excuse to blow off
that silly frat party after all.

---- -

AT&T

The right choice. C!

'•Ml.J b,! r... ·

students," said G riffith. "The
equipment will remain open to
all students but under the supervision of the Communiqnion
department."
Student Body P resident Jay
Ablondi agreed with the decision . He said the equip_m ent
would enhance the Theater and
Communication programs and
also allow students not enrolled
in these classes to lise It. l
The bill states the department
will allow students to ' 'be
trained in a supervised fashion
s.o that non -dassro<)m participants may have access to the
equipment for group or personal use." '
· "As much as their man-power
allows, they are going to let
students use it (the equip ment)," said Ablondi.
Student use is a "big part of
the agreement" said Jean
Brown, chairperson of the Theatre divison which received the
equipment. She said because
person power is low, student
use would be limited until
adjustments could be made.
Ablondi said the senate exe.c utives took a short-cut in donating the equipment, overriding normal procedure which
calls for total senate approval
on senate bills.
Ablondi said the decison had ·
to be made before the semester
break so plans for moving the
equipment could be made before
next semester. It was impossible
to have the senate vote on the
issue before then because the
semester's last senate meeting .
was Sunday.
"It was our goal to get this
done by this semester," s·aid
Ablondi. "If we got this resolved
by this semester there is a better
chance of using (the equipment)
. next semester."
Ablondi said the bill would
be -formally voted on next ;emester by the senate.

.
r-------~------ - ~
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:
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I
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Rock, Jazz,.C&W,
LP' s or Cass.
Fair Price Paid
in Cash

CALL EXETER
- 603-77_
8-1869 .
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New Hampshire Outing Club
University of New Hampshire- Durham, N.H. 03824

-1

. We Need You!
.The NHOC needs 2 people to
help out in our office. The first .
is a secretary position and the
second_ is that of - Bus in es s
Manager . Both are paid positions and require 10-20 hrs per
week for next semester
work study only

GREA T E ,XPERIE NCE.

Please come by and apply now!
Rin 129, MUB,,862- 2145 .
.Ask for Debbie or Dan. ·

SPECIAL · SUN DAY NIGH T ··
DOU BLE FEATURE

A

L"

F
R
E
D

·sHOWN ATS:30
&

9:30·

HIT CHC OCK

SHO·W N AT.7:25 & 11:25-
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Editorial
,

.

No- loss dea l f <>r stu den tS
On the heels of their collaborati on with
Residentia l Life on the non-renew al policy,
the student senate has worked with the
administra tion again and forged an agree- ment with the Theater and Communic ations
departmen t.
This agreemen t seals the fate of the
equipment that used to belong to the nowdefunct Student Televisio n Network
(STVN). The equipment , which has been
the property of the senate since last year,
will be given as a gift to the Theater and
Communic ations dept.
· According to the s_tudent leaders behind
the project, students will still be able to

Editor ial

use the equipmen t. Also, the financially
strapped ThCo will have equipmen t they
have been looking for foryears. Once again,
the students and the administra tion have
shown that they are capable of working
together with a minimum of friction~ Given
the rocky relations ·between the two sides
since the beginning of the semester, this
is a blessing.
ThCo is short of personnel, which could
initially hinder the availibilit y of the
equipmen t. However; it is st-ill the duty
of the student senate to make sure students
will have access to the equipmen t. The
senate must continue to monitor its use.

STVN's equipmen~ was paid for -directly .
out of the Student Activity Fee, so it should
be open for student use, at the discretion .. .
of the student.
·
Jean· Brown, head of ThCo, said student
use of the equipment is "a 'big part of the
agreemen t." -Not only is it a big part, it
is the basis for the entire agreement.
D~spite the problem of availibility, the
agreement is a good one. Almost $20,000
of equipment paid _for by the students . will ·
once again be in use, and not just collecting
dust. The equipmen t is also going to a
departmen t that is·eager to use it to improve
the quality of education. In both of these
cases, the student body cannot lose.

an.swer periods; separate fro~ the
Second, the only sour<;e Mr. Olson ; ~rid did not understand our behav- To the Editor:.,
lecture. Then there would be little used was a letter from Prof. Cliff . tor.
I didn't know wbether to laugh
disagreement as to _w hat differen- Wirth who thought the audience
Frederick Smith, in his opening or ery after rea.d ing The <., New
tiates "dis.ruption" from simple was "diis.ruptive." However, Pnof. · stratement, request~d that questions
Hamp,J~ire ~.d jtor,~~J,,; ._';L~c~ of
tough question1·ng. This is standard David Schweickart commented,' 'be 'asked' as they .came up. We'd·id _· ·Toleranc:"e
for Di.ffere;iat _Views."
in most colloquia, lectures arid "there was no attempt at d1s.rup- · exactly as was requested; we asked
Frederick ' Smith, a tepresentativ e
conferences that I have attended. tion." He continued, "the speaker
questions as they came up. Whe!n of \the D~partrnent of Defense,
I am surprised that format was not explicitly invited the audience to
he answered our questions in a appeared on can;1pus tq maJ,~ ., the
followed in this case. .
·
. interrupt." Who is right? Perhaps
straightf.orw ard manner, we lis- case for US policy in Central
John •W ise ; .. by being there Mr. Olson could have
tened quietly. When he evaded ·our America. Rather than take a stand
Physics, Research Scientist II made an educated determinatio n
questions or refused to answer on this policy, a policy resulting
instead of using selective, second- .. them, we pressured him. That in the daily deaths
of scores of
ha-rid sources to make a decision.
To the Editor:
pressure is what some viewed as Salvadorans and Nicaraguans, the
Yet we still manage to skirt Ehe
· With recent development s it
disrespectful.
.
editors chose to gn after ... impo.liteissue and that is respect, respect
becomes increasi'ngly clear that the
Concerning the "mocking laugh- · ness.
for human lives. Conservative
Committee on Central America is
ter": Mr. Smith, a representativ e
Moreover, the e_ditors got the
coming under attack. This is not .estimates claim that roughly 12,000
for U.S. policy in Central America, . facts wrong. Mr. Smith ·was n~H
for our political beliefs or convic- Nicaraguans have been killed _since
claimed that El Salvador is "one denied a chance to speak. His views
1981 due to contra forces. Nicarations, but rather for the behavior
of the great success stories of the were not "squelched." I sat through
of certain individuals during a guan Vice President, Sergie Ramire·ighties." Some of us laughed. If Mr. Smith's presentation twice,
recent speaking engagement of ez claims that mo·re than 18,000
an earth sdentist came to UNH once in Professor Wirth''s class,
Nicaraguans have been killed. Our
Frederick C. Smith of the Pentagon.
claiming that the world is flat, again that evening. In both case he
During his speech, parts of the government has financed these · wouldn't you laugh?
made it through his material-an
audience were said to be "disrup- dea~hs in the name of misguided
We did not intentionally "dis- appallingly simple-minde d slide
policy. Are our government's intive." For those of us who were
rupt" the proceedings on Tuesday show, appropr'iate perhaps for a
terests more important than human
involved, we apologize. But in no
night, but we feel strongly that a junfor high civics class, but not for·
lives?
·
· way was this disruption cau_sed by
man sent to represent _our govern- a college campus. (Did the editors
COCA ·as a whole. As a matter of ·
Not only is our government
ment policy in Central America rea-d their own reporter's account
fact a majority of the group was not disrespectful of pedple's lives, but
ought to. know the facts.
·
of Mr. Smi~h's talk? Obviously he
also of the right to selF
presem at the event. COCA does
Henry Stout
determinatio n. We claim self~
not dictate the actions of its
Letters~ page 2Q
determination to be such a sacred
members. Those who "interrupted"
element in any democracy, yet don't .
Mr. Smith did so on their own and
practice what we pre~ch. Governnot as spokespersons of the group.
ments are entitled to do what
However, Mr. Smith explicitly
they're set up ~o do, govern.
asked the audience to interrupt with
1
While I was in Nicaragua this
DAV.ID C. OLSON, Editor~in-Chief
questions. In the future, our quespast spring, I talked to many people.
tions <viii remain, yet our. manner
PE'.[ER
A.
KATZ,
Managing
E_ditor
USA SINATRA; Managing Editor
The conversation I -remember best
of questioning will be exai;niped.
MARLA G. SM IT,H, News· li:d'i tor
. MARYBETH LAPIN, News Editor
COCA is a hard working group , was one I had with a mo.t her who
. PA'.UL TOLME, Sports Editor .
.
JAMES CARROLL. Features Editor
was selling fruit in a market. She
determined to educate, act and learn
STµ EVANS. Pt,oto Ed.itor· .
. ·i MARK J)ESAOG!"IE:RS, Photo Editor
said, "I don't even know what
on issues involv-ing Central AmerKRISTEN RUSSEL!L; Busine-ss Manager .
·
..
.CARRIE F. KEATING, Advertising Mar'lager
Communism. is. All I know is the
ica, in particular US policy. We are
..
. .
.
..
contras killed my son. He will nevet
non-violent and believe all people
Ad,vertlslng Associates Andrea Koch
-GrEjgg Goostray '
come home again."
have the right to live in peace. We
Chris Germain .
Kristin Lilley
J' · Ch(is Heisenb~rg
'Joseph t)lelson
Amy McKinney
How many more lives need to
1
hope all those who are interested
Paul Ratcliffe
Stacey Rockwell
gi!
~ ~~~~~r~lt
be lost before we speak-up, loudly,
in,Central America or want to learn
!:t't Business Manag- KristiA Rogers
Peter A. Katz ,
Lisa
Sinatra·
Sui:! Kinney ' ·
against repugnant, death-causing
more to please feel free to get
Ka'ren Pszem1y
Lisa Starnell
Jon Larose
Asst. Sports Editor
Jim Siener
involved.
policies?
Ann L'ltalien
·
Stephen Skobeleff
Bill Tollenger
Artrnur Lizie
Committee on Central America
Peter Spiegel
Circulation Manager
Photographers
Kristy Markey

To the Editor:
I wish to express my strong
· disapproval of the distortion of the
truth presented in the editorial of
The· New Hampshire of December
5, 1986. In that editorial it was
claimed that the lecture on Central
America of Frederick C. Smith was
"rudely di-stupted" by a group of
students and faculty: I was present
at both the afternoon and evening
lectures of Mr. Smith; neither were
"disrupted".- It is true that there
were hostile questions addressed
to Mr. Smith at the evening lecture.
The format .of the lecture allowed
questions to be raised during the
talk. I myself asked a question of
Smith about the El Salvadoran death
squads, after his flippant comment
that El Salvador was one of the
"great success stories of the 1980's."
The only rnnduct that even
approached rudeness was when a
couple of people shouted out questions without raising their hands.
Admittedly, thi_s is questionable
conduct, but it ·is far from an
organized disruption of the proceedings; as one would infer from
the December 5 editorial. All
members of the audience were
willing to hea11 Smith out, and he
finished his lecture -to a polite,
although restrained applause.
Considering the lack of intellectual rigor of the arguments used
by Smith, I think he got off lightly.
He was evasive in his answers to
questions and allowed insufficient
time for f9llow up questions and
comments. For instance, after
· claiming that human rights abuses
were better _in El Salvador, he could
not even give an order of magnitude
estimate for the number of people
murdered by the death squads last
year. According to Tutela .Legal of
the Archdiocese of San Salvador,
2,253 civilians were murdered by
government security forces in 1985.
Apparently Mr. Smith has a 'different definition of "success" than
I do. I would have liked to have
explored this with him but for
reasons of time and decorum found
this not to be possible.
I would like to suggest that future
lectures of a controversial nature
have clea~lJ define~ questiq_n and __

~

To the Editror:
i.
'\
Concerning Frederick Smith's
presentation on U.S: foreign policy
in Central America, I would like
to respond. As one of those ."obnoxious students," I accept" your
journalists. As any journalist knows, criticisms, but feel that the lack of
to get a fair pictur·e of an your presence on Tuesday night
event/situatio n a reporter's pr~s- leaves them unfounded.
ence is required. When Mr. Smith
I would, however, for myself and
spoke, David Olson was not present. Kristy Markey, ( another "obnoxCan one get an objective vievi: of ious student") like t,o apoligize to
· those persons who ,w·ere present
an event without being present!

To the Editor:
I'm afraid the editorial of Friday,
December 5 necess'itates a response.
First the editor in chief, David
Olson should be embarrassed. He
should be the model for other

M~rcy Astle
Cqpy Readers
Karen Brophy
Martha McNeil
Li~a Sinatra
Marianne Steen
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University Forum
The twelve days of Christrp~S; 1986 ·
.

.

.

Steve Melisi

•

I g~ess 'l'm'doing all right.
Well, it's that time of year again.
You know what I mean. 'T he signs are
Dec ,15-Christmas Specials. Of
everywhet::e;. It's not hard to see. Yes,
course, a year is not complete without
it's Christmastime, that wonderfully
seeing "A Charlie Brown Christmas"
special time of year that we all Jook
and "How the Grinch Stole Christmas."
forward to with such longing; that time
I've seen grown men set their own lips
o.n fire rather than miss them; · It's
when peace and love are as present in
the air as students at UNH. It'.s a time
tradition. There are others, to·o: Ruof giving, of fidelity, a brotherhood
dolph, Frosty, and the Heat/Cold Miser
of mankind, unity, and good .cheer.
one that people only like becuase of
. · ·okay, ·if you buy all that, then don't
those two. And Miracle on 34th Street
read anymore. I have found that this
and It's A Wonderful Life have probably
, time of year, especially for college
been on a half dozen times each by now, ·
colored and black and white.
students, is. anything bu~ cheerful. Not
·
that cheer isn't there, mind. you, it's
Dec 16-Gifts. Oh, what to buy
just that it's really hard to find. I'll ·
everyone. I'm never sure. Although,
elaborate on some of the Christmas
some of my family are easy. Sis ... a tape
scenes we get faced with.
or a_ stuffed animal. If I am feeling
· Dec 13-The Tree. This really gets
pamcularly good, she gets both. Grandthe season off to a flying start. Whether
ma ... stationery, so that she can spend
real or fake, .it doesn't matt~r. It's just
another year writing to me asking when
an awe-inspiring sight. I usually put
I'm going to get married and why I d9n't
mine up in my apartment right after
call her more often. Mom ... some
Thanksgi\(,ing break, to get a head start
perfume or jewelry, or something like
that. Women eat that ·scuff up. Other
on everyone, and I like to leave it up
than that; I'll think about when I'm
. as long as possible. Last year J think
in the mall.
I took it down in March. As a child,
I have a vivid memory of the Tree.
Dec 17-Sh_o pping Arrggh! The mall
,., Mother/ who wa·s never ~rbig Christmas.
is never kind to me. What can be worse
person, always tr'ied to con everyone
than a mall full of promiscuous pubescent high schoolers? A mall full of
into putting it up on Christmas Eve.
Then, on the morning after Christmas,
overweight mothers and their _bratty
we would usually catch her taking it
kids walking very slowly in front of
down. No wonder all of her children
you producing obscene noises and
. odors, that's what.
.
·
are in analysis.
.
.
.
.i?:,
Dec· 14.::__cfinals. Ah ·yes, iri the ·s-p irir·
Dec 18~Vacatio~. Done with UNH
for ·anothei semester: Hurrah! Get me
of giving, the professors deal out these
gems. Actually, what would Christmas
out of here. I'm history. Later much.
But, whe·n you ~top to think,. what is
be with9ut them? Just the thing to get
yotJ feeHhg· j6Ily - ~
a bout .with shess'.-:_· rhe alternative? Home.,•Yeesh. One
A'cr"uiTiy; I ha:ve only one this year, so
0

·

d

":'',-.

usually forgets to remove pnce tags.
. ' whole month of q~estions like what
Dec 23-Your Own .P resents. Always
time are you coming home · and what
the best part of Christmas, right?
are you going to do when you /graduate.
However, for all of the great perserits
I re II you, if home ~s where the heart
you ·do get, there's a!ways one that you
is, sometimes I think I left mine in S,an
. really wanted but didn't get, ancl that
Fransisco.
ruins, everything. ".But you got the car,
Dec 20-:-Visiting. And, of course,
the stereo and the watch.'~ "Well, I
you've got to make the rounds too.
wanted the cowboy hat. You just hate
Nothing like ·cramming into the family
car ( which was always too small for · me, mom. You always did like the other
guys best."
everyone even when we were kids) and
Dec 24-Church. For most of us, this
driving for hours to someplace nobody
is the first time we've been inside that
wants to be. •But there are those good
church since Easce·r. For quite a few
points. I personally can't get enough
more of us, this is .the first time inside
of having to Jdss third aunts twice
since last Christmas. One thing I always
removed ("She's got a moustache!")
remembe.r as a kid ... gQ on .Christmas
and hearing things like "I remember
Eve! Get it over with!' (Mother taught
when you were this high."
me that.)
Dec 21-Snow. White Christmas,
Last, but certainly not .least, Christyou hear it every year. Sure, it's nice,
mas day. When all of that stuff comes
but I can remember one time growing
together for one mass assault. ' For all
up that we had a white Christmas.
the build up over all these days, the
There's nothing, believe me, like having
excitement is over with after about
to shovel a driveway wh_e n you want
twenty minutes under the tree. That's
·to be inside playing with your "Rockit gang; clean, up the mess, your
Em-Sock-Em Robots." Most of the
grandmother's coming over. You wondtime, tho.ugh, the snow falls a few days
er why some people get depressed
before the 25th, and by that time 'it's
around the holidays.
, either melted away or muddy. Mmm,
Ah, but enough'·cynicism. Words are
boy, just what I was dreaming of.
jqst words, aher all. ~ersonally ,. I love
Dec 22-Wrapping. Hopefully by
Christmastime. I love Chri~tmas·carols,
this time I've got all my gifts, and I
can get out that colorful paper and tags ·· going .nuts buying gifts, and I couid
and -use lots and lots of tape so people _ see It's A Wond£frful Life _ev~~yday of
have a hard time opening their ·gifts. , · · the year; I- ·wish people didn't get
depressed. I mean, wha.t other time
Mother (remember her. .. not the big
of the year is ther'e when· you can act
Christmas :person) usually gets one of
gay and people don't care." Merry
those industrial size rolls and wraps
Christmas. Dona nobis pacem. u · , ,
·all the gifts in the same-pape·r. She
usuaHy w·raps fa:st. So _fas(thai: she . Steve Mel,~i is a senior English major. '
'

.

'

'

·Wh.e re have you gone,' Ma Bell? Rompin' Reindee r
by Bryan .Alexander

Phi/Broder
Let me start this off by saying that
the stupidest thing the United States
government has ever done, with the
possible exception of VietNam, is to
break up AT&T. Downright, complete,
sheer, and utter lunacy. If it ain't broke,
don't fix it. As expensive as old Ma
Bell was, you never had ·a problem
· making a long-distance call. The
opening-up of the long-distance phone
market was, in a word, dumb.
. Sonia Schmitt claims that she spends
her whole life answering the phone
i!] t~e New Hampshire's office. I don't
see what the problem is. First, she
doesn't get as many calls as she says
she does, .because I know that the mere
-' idea of me calling her is simply out and
outrageous. Second, answer-ing a phone
is the _ea~iest t.hing you can qo with it,
except for ·m aybe hanging it up. It's
making a call that causes problems.
When my parents finally accepted
the fact that I wa~ going to go to UNH
· and not Jive at home for the rest of my
life they signed up. with US Sprint.
'That way,'' said Mom, "you can call
. us once.a week and it'll be cheap." Mom
assumed, wrongly, that I would be able
to get through if I ever bothered to try
to call home. My first week here I called
home to inform my family that my
trunk, which held'. $800, a brand-new
$15 5 Patagonia jacket, all my shoes,
and $600 worth of cassettes, was
missing. I dialed the number given on
my US Sprint Travelcard, got the
Spring dialtone, dia-led my nine_-digit
code number, my area code, and my
phone number. After an entertaining
conversation with my folks · (''You lost
what??!!"), the operator pleasantly
informed methat I had to deposit $1.50,
Sprint's service charge. After an
unpleasant discussion, my parents paid
it.

· A week later, my mother wrote me
with a new ·number that would still cost
extra to use, but not as much as the
other number. Oh boy! Now phoning
home would be simple! Since then, I've
called home about ten times. I've
learned an interesting fact in that ~.ime.
· Apparently, US Sprint .has only one
line out of New Hampshire·. Unfortunately, there are about 400 people
all trying to call home on that single
line. A typical call follows d1ese simple
steps:
_·
1) Dial the 11-digit Sprint access .
number
2') Wait 15 seconds, at which· time
a recorded voice says, "To receive the
Sprint dialtone from a pushbutton
phone, press 1 now.".
3) Press 1 and wait a.boot 20 seconds
42 Listen to the busy signal
Steps 1 through 4 are repeated, on
the average, about four times, although
my personal record is twenty times.
On the fifth try I either get a busy signal
and give up or decide that it's too late
to call home and give up. The end result
is the same. On the rare occasions that
I do get through, my little si's ter is
usually tying up the phone on the other
·end. Average time .of call, from step
1 to hang-up including ten minutes
of conversation, is three hours. But
it's cheap, inexpensive conversation!
Have you seen thos.e commercials
for Sprint's new fiber optic system,.
where the guy in New York drops a
pin next to the phone and the guy in
LA hears it? Much like the "coffee
genera_tion" commercials, it's all a
bunch of crapola. I'm lucky if I can hear
me at ·all. Once again, only half the
conversation came out. But it didn't
cost as much as AT&T!
I'm giving up on the phones. The
governm~nt botched it, and we suffer.

While strolling through the MUB
yesterday, breezing past the student
I senate office, I was stopped short by
I a sight which nearly
my breath
I· away. It hit me li,ke took
sock,
I leaving me groping for athesweaty
wall
to
help
I my weak knees hold up my trembling
I body.
I rubbed my eyes, hoping the
I
.
vision
would disappear, but to my
I
I horror it was still there when I looked
I up again.
Someone had spray stenciled on .the
wall, the image of two reindeers in a
stance which would imply they had
more than atcasual interest in each
bther. .·
·
The sight brought back memories
of similar instances, instances where
I was forced to look into the grim light
·of reality. Yes, reindeer do get it on,
the tooth fairy is actually my sleepy
mother hidden in mask of cold cream;
and little Ricky Nelson did up a line
· whenever his .mother h~d her back
turned.
:
My parents tried icheir ~est to keep
me in a fantas·y world )as. long ·as
possible. On Chrisrn:i.• as rli ~l ~· father
would bounce around the . lPn oom
at midnight and let out ~;
"ho

i

a

1

'

.

!

To paraphrase Monty Pyth~n, another
example of. the ruler$ perse)cuting the
masses .. My new long-dista(lce carrier
·is.the United States Postal Se!rvice. Hey,
at 22¢ a conversatio~, it's ~ whole lot
cheaper than AT&T and Sp~int too.
Phil Broder's column appe,ars weekly in
\the Neu· l-famp.rf?ire i.
·
·

ho ho." The next morning we'd find
a room full of presents, and the plate
of cookies and carrots we left out for
Santa and crew always showed signs
of consumption. My father, being' a ·
fonatic for details, would dig up some
dog excrement and thr.ow it on the .
floor'. This, he explained, was what the
reindeer·did when Santa took too long.
Then one day my sister, who deligh. red in sticking needles in my fairy tale
.bubble, dropped the bomb. There is
no Santa Claus, no little elves, no Heat. mizer, no Winter Warlock,. no Grinch;
no Frosty, and no impatient reindeer
she told me.
'
Her logic was impeccaple. In a very
scientifi~ and patron\zing manor she
· laid out fact after col<l. fact. There is
·. np way. Santa could ge't to ~very· hou~e
in the world in one night (even with
time differences and an aerodynamically ~ound sled); nobo~y h.as the
appetite to.eat three cookies from every
house i9 the world; ~Ives never went .
to college so they co[uld not posses·s
. the skill needed to build Laser Tag
components; if Santa went down
chimneys, he wo_uld noJ be able to get
into apartments;
{
· ·
On other devestatirig occaisons she
gaye me'.t he real story on the Easter
bur.:--~· the Cavity Creeps and the Crest
Team, the seven dwarfs, anc! Grizzly
Adams (I figured out about the tooth
fairy by myself).
Now I must live with a brand new
image of reindeer. T.hey're, not the
happy-go-lucky critters like Rudolph
as I had once believed: There are basic
biological facts which I must take into
consideration and accept..
Aw shucks, maybe they were just
playing leap frog.
·
1

Bryan Alexander is a staff reporter ·
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B ea u x A rt s Trio P er fo rm
D es it e D if fi cu lt C ir cu m st an ce s

house of the Beaux Arts Trio.
Isi<;lore Cohen , Mena hem Pressl er, and Berna rd Green
(Chris tian Steine r photo )
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By Ric Dube
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By Arthur "The Scourge" Lizie
Another year has passed, and
not much has 'c hanged in the
wo-rld of mus'ic. No rookies were
able to join· a much hi-g her tax
. bracket. Hands Across My Driveway was a financial disaster. The
Monkees packed up their canes
and walkers, crisscrossed America, and made lots of money.
MTV was as boring and corporate as ever. On the bright side,

nobody that I re.rlly cared about
died ...
The most important news in
the New· E ngland area wasn't
something like Bruce Spr-ing~
steen healing blind kids, but was,
of course, the Boston Red Sox.
/They didn't make it all the_way,
but give them another 68 years
and they just might. Keeping
in the spirit of baseball, I present
my 1986 all-star album lineup.
In no particular order, the
selection was done by me,
Gillette and the Commissioner's
office (Thanks, Ubbie). Pinch
hitters and relief pitchers follow
in bullpen.
-

Starting lineup

band out of the lineup, but also
hard to include them.

Bullpen
The Pretenders Get Close,
REM Life's Rich Pageant, Paul
McCartney Press to Play, The
Cult Live at the Lyceum, The
Ramones Animal Boy, Live! for
Life, Stevie Ray Vaughan Live
Alive.
'
\
There were more than a few

fabulous concerts in the area this
year. Ticket prices for arena
shows rose to an· outrageous $17
a ticker: but you have to consider
that.Steve Per"ry heeds the extra
bucks for that nose job he has
always wanted. These shows
rose above the greed.
1. The Cult, March 30, Orpheum Theater-Make love, not war,
·
but most of all, have fun.
2. The Alarm/J_,ong Ryders, ·
May 7, Orpheum TheaterAmerica on stage against Wales.
The victor? -the audience.
3. Bob Dylan/Tom Petty and
the Heartbreakers, July 8, Great
Woods-Bob is .old, and he mumbles, but he still rocks.
4. UK Sub Shoppe, August
4, Hampton Beach-The Shopps. ters rocked, wailed and crawled
their way up another step of the
ladder of stardom.
· 5. General Public, November
17, Wang Center-Striking back
- and dancing up a storm. ·
6. Peter Gabriel, November
22, Worcester Centrum_ Consumate showman with intelligent music.

The Call Reconciled
(Elektra)-Hard hitting power
pop from America's heart land.
Emotion and musical insight
finally bring The Call the AOR
airplay that they dese~ve.
Peter Gabriel So (Geffen)Strong come back from the
disabled list. Sheds his skin to
bring the rhythm to the masses.
The Smiths The Queen is
Dead (Sire)-As good as Meat
is ,Murder, yet more diversified.
Don't worry Morrissey, you'll
break America someday.
General Public Hand to
Mouth (IRS)-The Beat goes on
and only gets better. Great pop
for: the head and heart as well
as the feet.
·
Big Audio Dynamite No. 10,
Upping St. (Columbia),.Great,
in spite of the reappearance of
Joe "Will you be my friend"
Strummer.
Pete Townshend's Deep End
Live! (Atco )'"'Not as rewarding
as a new studio album but still
a fabulous disc for any collection.
Ginger Baker Horses and
Trees (Celluloid)-Voyages of
Brave Ulysses continue into ·
-deepest Africa.
Sting Bring on, the Night (A
· & M _Import)-A big alburri from
a big ego with big results.
Genes-is Invisible Touch
(Atlantic)-Hard to leave this

Whoa kids, I bet you thought
that I'd forgotten all about
Christmas1• Fat guy in the chim- ney, and free stuff under a tree.
I've got to go out and do some
last minute shopping, but here
are some gift suggestions for
those "special" people in your
. life. For the:
"Hard" to please-Why don't
you pick up Ratt's Undercover
Dancing or Metalliea' s Master
of Puppets. Both will knock
Grandma's new knit socks off
· your feet. If you give either as
a gift, sneak a listen for yoursel,f
first, because each band is
funnier than Bob "Heavy Metal"
Hope.
.
Gift of Life-For the past two
years, Bob Geldoff has devoted
his time and energy to feeding
the world. Unfortunately, he
hasn't had the time or money
_to feed himself. Let Sir Bob
know it's Christmas time and
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pick up his new album Deep in 3. Windbt"eakers Run (dB)-Pure · Case
The Heart of Nowhere for a pop for now people.· Just as "Lost Week€nd" Lloyd Cole and
friend.
great: their follow up l.p. also the Commotions
Blast From Your Past-For released this year,.I'llBe Back.
"DI-1-9026" Foetus
-those in your life who have no 4. Naked Ray gun All Risf "Bazooka Joe"
'
need of adventure of creativity, (Homestead)-NevN stops._ "Kerosene"·
thereis Every Breath You Take"Home of the Brave" is worth "Fists of Love"
The Singles· from .The Police. th~ ,Price of admission by_ itself. 'Jordan Minnesota" Big Black
Who ca_res. if you've he_ard - /I got new dreams and I'm "Kid Dynamite" Squirrel Bait
Roxanne ·so many times you'd gonna make 'em real/ Nice guys "Home of the Brave" Naked
rather eat dirt than listen to it too .' Cool manager. Gig at the Raygun
·
again.
The Rat this July was one of iny "Crimes of Paris" Elvis Costello
Something old, something favorite shows.
"Here It Is Tomorrow" Game
new, something borrowed, some~_ 5. Ra.i n Parade Crashing Dream Theory
thing blue-The blues are back, (Island)-N 6 thanks to Island "Talking To Myself" Let's Acand both Eric Clapton's August, for dropping these guys. Lush, tive
and Stevie Ray Vaughan's Live pleasant, and beautiful. Stole "Bill Bonney Regrets" Celibate
Alive are great albums to listen cover from · Monkee's film, Rifles
to while rockin' around the HEAD.
Christmas tree.
s That I Was Bumming
6 . Peter Case (Geffen)- Thing_
Kids with the funny haircuts- Ingenious folk rock by a man ·On The Most This Year
So your cousin has spiked blue who knows how to do it right.
(excluding events from my own
hair and a leather jacket. They Hey Todd, has Richard Thom p- turgid personal life)
probably don't like re~l punk so n met his maker? You'll say
or hard-core, so why not get no.
_
'Didn't get to see The Cure
them some good·Brit.i sh pro- 7. Let's Active Big Plans For dB's did nothing
gressive po.p instead? The new Everybody (IRS)-Happy as ever. Ri'c Ocasek and Lou Reed's
1
LPs from Billy Bragg, The Mitch Easter had a pretty busy albums
Housemartins, or Shriekback year, but at least he sav~d the Monkee's singl-e,' "That Was
should more than tame their best o( his efforts for his own Then, This Is Now"
'' rebellion."
record .-Tip o' the cap to new Monkee's reunion tour didn't
Casey Kasem/Hot disco bandmate Angie Carlson.
include The Lovin ~Spoonful,.
nights-You say you can hea_r the 8. Smithereens Especially For · but did-include Davy Jone's new wind whistle through your
You (Enigma)-Read about it _in haircut (yech!)
friends ears? Is there a vacancy detail on everybody else's :·Best
sign hanging from _their fore- of '86" list.
Honora ble M e n tio n s -These
heads? They'd probably like 9. Scruffy The Cat High Octane are the people rd mention if ·
some good mindless swill, like Revival (Relativity)- I could do a Top 48 or so records
maybe Madonna's True Blue, . Rambunctious rock and ' roll of the year.
or possibly Duran Duran's No- · with none of the trimm1ngs.
torious.
Measures up to 1$)84's "Oldest Christmas, Celibate Rifles, Elvis
'
Clara Peller revisited-There Fire".
Costello, Husker Du (did not
is no beef or substance in New
10. Meat Puppets _Out My Way se'II out, you stiHs), Balancing _
Age mµsir , Yuppies,' old people, - (SST)-The Arizona dudes qfer, . Act; ·Mary Lou Retton (·workout·
and borin.ig -c ollege students go falter. "Good Golly Miss Molly"
album, a gem), Fetchin' Bones,
for it . Try Yanrii .o r George rips, man.
· Dream So Real, Pete TownWinston or Kitaso, but it all .is
11 . Agent Orange This Is The
shend, Metallica, Robert Tepper
as controlled and boring as life Voice (Enigma)-Su_rf never
(woo~woo), 7 Seconds, Billy
in Reagan's America.
See me, Feel me~Video is all
the rage and the best of last
year's crop are Pete Townshend's Deep End Brixton Concert and Husker Du's Makes No
Sense , Both are live concert
shots, normal, fair, but they
contain an extra intangible that
pushes them over the edge.

)

Well kids I'm through shopping for this year. Too many
mall Santas have ine down in
the mouth. Hope that next year
is better than this year.

~ .. And
By Ric "Ha.r dly Have the
Time" Dube
·

Ric's Baker'.s Dozen Releases of 1986
"Some of the bes-t vinyl I've
ever tasted.I"

sounded better, ·and dammit~
they are lucky this thing is 'as
great as it _is because we had to
wait two and a half years for it.
12. Joe Ja:c kson · Big · World
(A&M)-Joe gets mad at the b,ig _
world and distributes his hate
over the three sides of this live
Ip. I've come to expect perfection from The Man.
13. 'sc_raping foetus- Off The
Wheel Nail (Hornestead)-Say
what you mean and say it mean.
- Jim Thurwell's Flying Circus
sounds like the emotion y6u
can't describe.

1. Big Black Earth Atomizer
(Hornestead)-Like a shot in the
dark, it streaks by you, undetected. Your jacket steams be~ause
it's warmer inside than out, and
you're damp with sweat. Break
bottles. Never anything to do ·
in this t0wn. Been here my
wn:)le life.
M' Fave Songs of 1986 (no
2. R.E.M. Li/es Rich Pageant particular order)
(IRS)-Fine record. Too bad "Walk In The Woods" Peter
they're a bunch of jerks now.

Bragg, Motorhead, Rites Of
Spring, R9-mones, Sting, Chain
Link Fence, Game Theory, Katrina and T _h e Waves, Robyn
Hitchcock, Big Audio Dynamite,
The Smiths, The Feelies, Adrian
Belew, Lawndale, GONE, Bruce
Springsteen, Painted Willie,
THE CUR TIS KNIGHT
BAND:
,.,.

aP_PX_
-Holidays

otrt nrts and
~ eatures

f~C<
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.TOY S
(continue d from page 5)
manufac turers." She said par- of recalls or deadly propensit ies Parents magazine and Working
Mothers magazine for education
ents should feel free to test toys of recalled toys," Swartz said.
on dangerou s toys.
crusade
the
said
Swartz
stores.
in the
Mary Jane Kalinow ski said
Mary Jane Kalinow ski said, against dangerou s toys "must
s
"In general the age recomme n- begin in our h,omes, schools, there are certain dangerou
for
look
should
parent
a
things
'
l~gislaate
t
s_
and
off
ms
courtroo
dation on the packages are
about a year, they are a little tures. Parents, grandpar ents; when purchasi ng a toy "sharp
teachers, and yes, children must edges, small pieces, strings and .
_ high."
cords .(which·can strangle), toxic
Susan Treleave n an educa- lead this crusade."
materials and age warnings ."
parents
the
of
sai,d,_
Gubellini
salesperand
t
tional consultan
Treleaven said, "It's up to the
son for Discover y Toys said, from her Kelly Brook Day Care
to be educated ." She
parent
are
parents
our
think
"I
Watchreally
Center,
not
is
CPSC
"The
using public service
s-uggested
,,
~
!i,.no
ing out for the consumer. They educated with pamphlet
-to promote
television
on
pots
s
'
·
rs."
newslette
and
toys
rices
the
ting
investiga
be
should
.
educa1tion
toy·
·,
parents
.of
lot
"A
said,
Eckland
before they hit the shelves."
She said many parents don't
Treleave n said of attorney aren't aware of a lot of. things.
a ba(kgrou nd in child ·
have
can't
You
them.
e
educat_
to
try
Swartz and his nominees for the I
ten worst toys, "He is righ\ on be too careful when it comes to developm ent.
Gubellini said, "Children can
kids. Some parents think their
the market, right on target."
need
According to Swartz, parents children are so advanced and do without small toys, they
their
with
deal
to
toys
large
aren't
that
toys
them
buy
they
vigilant
ly
should be "especial
motor skills. Smaller toys are
during this 1986 gift-givi ng fit for their age."
more frustratin g for a child."
nds
recomme
she
said
Eckland
season."
"Most parents aren't aware .

Eckland sa td brittle plastic ·
is a very dangerou s material in
toys. "Plastic rattles that crack
ot are stepped ori look like candy
that· kids put in their mmiths
and can, choke on. Kids explore '
by putting things in their
·
mouth."
· Mary Jane Kalinow ski said
"plastic in· toys can't be brittle"
and parents· should "test the
pressures of the plastic."
. Kalinows ki also said Fisher
Price Little People are a severe
choking hazard. She said these
small objects get lodged in a
child's t~roat and can't be pulled
out.
Eckland said "The safer toys
tend to be _q iore expensive ." .
Kalinows ki disagreed , "You
ca_n find safe toys that· are
· inexpen sive." She recom-

mended Discovery Toys and said
they were a "reputabl e business
that research.es their toys."
Tr~leave n, Discover y Toys
salespers on, said her products
are not more expensiv e than
most other toys.
Discovery Toys produces toys
for people from birth to ;idulthood; they promote non-sexis t
attitudes and have higher testing standards than the government does for toys, said Treleav, .
en. .
Lane Nemeth, presiden t of
Discovery Toys said, "Discovery ·
Toys has always promoted fam, ily involvem ent ... by inviting
parents to play with children,
sharing in the learning expe- '
rien!:e, listening, learning, and
offering insight and encouragement."

----------...,.._--CHINA---------~Griffith said "It is appalling why didn't he send Professo r
that the presiden t would ap- Linden, an expert on China?"
The IACLEA was invited to
prove funds for a trip to China.
The trip will not educate one China by the Chinese Ministry
student. If Presiden t Haaland . of Public Security. "The Minis truly serious about educating istry is the titular head of all
students and if he truly beleived law emforce ment in China,
that sending someone to China including campus police," Flandfor three weeks was importan t, ers During the trip, whjch

(continue d from page 3)
began in late October and ended
in mid-Nov ember, the IACLEA
visited almost a dozen liniversities and seven other law ·
enforcem ent org~niza~ions.
said.
"Cultura lly, it is a whole
different experienc e," Flanders
said. "It too~ me about two

weeks to adjust to the fact that
I was in a different culture. I,
very suddeoly, became a minor~
ity._I could experien ce what it
was like to be a minority ," he
said.
"Student s have every right
to ask questions as ~o· why the
decision was made and why the
trip was funded," Ablondi said.
"I hope the Universit y will make
a full disclosur e regarding the
trip so the student ·s enate and
the student body can take a look
at it. That's a l~t of money we
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can look at spending in different
ways/' he said.
Jones said "If.Gord on Haaland is willing to put his time
and support into drafting "The
Strategic Edge" ( a plan for the
future of the Universit y), I think
he should 'put his money where
his mouth is and show a concerted effort to better educate
the students, not to increase the
·morale of his directors."
Presiden t Haaland was not
available for comment .
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Kenwood 'i<:RV-55 stereo receiver
with video switching, equalizer,
wireless remote control ....................

$2 79

Sony 0-55 mir.1ature, battery-operated
CO player with FM stereo,
headphones, case ......................... ...... $299

NEC V-20 VHS "camcorder". Lightweignt
c0lor video camera with auto-focus,
power zoom, built-in VHS VCR ......... $1695
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Proton 625 professional quality 25-ir1, !
color monitor TV with MTS.•
The best..
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Nakamichi BX-100 professicmal quqlity
cassette deck with Dolby NR.
A best seller....
... ............................ $319

Snell Type J high-performance speP.kers.
Very natural, accurate $Ot1nd
Oak cabinet...
.. .. .pr. $559
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KLH 200 stereo table radio with separate
speaker, push-button tuning, alarm,
tape input
.... .......................... ..... $250

N?,iad L2000 speakers stands. Raises
speakers off floor for more
natural bass response ..
....... .pr. $28.95

Yamaha YCR-350 car stereo eassette
receiver with Dolby, built-in
power amp... ..
............ ..... $289

Denon OCD-700 programmable compact
disc player witli wireless remote
control..
·
.. .. $369

Boston Acoustics A70 two-way speakers
for floor or bookshelf use. A
. "best buy" ................... ........................... .pr. $280 •·

·· Maxell Tape. Your choice. 4 T-120
~
VHS videotapes. 3 T· 120 "HGX"
videotapes o·r 10 UDXL- 1 I
C-90 audio tapes ...
.·........ .. $24.95

I

4-head VHS VCR with "VHS HiFi',
MTS stereo and HO
......... $62
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box; by choice or by force, carry
names not unlike the forces they
see as evil; the Red Army Factio n
in Europ e, the New People 's Army
CON TIN UED FRO M
- in the Philip ines or the Amal Militia
14
E
PAG
in Leban on are a few examp les. It
got to ~ay quite a lot.)
is not the UNH stude nt that . is
Admi ttedly he was rushe d the
lowered to the level of the terrori st.
second 'time: Only an ·hour had been
In reality ; i'c is the terror ist who
allotted, and the audience had many
wants to rise. to the very sa_me role
q9esti ons. (Profe ssor Wirth 's class
as the ROTC Cadet.
had eighty minut es.) Had there
Rick, I am disapp ointed . You are
_been no interru ptions ,· there would
ate studen t arid nor a polgradu
a
To the Editor: _
have been discussion. There would
eton,. Your conce rns
simpl
itical
Attn~ Rick K()hn
,
have been no time. about the brutal ity and .steril ity o·f
most
your
find
I
admit
must
I
As it turned out them wasn't any
the military are valid. Yet it is the
recen t attem pt at inform ed jour.
.,
discussion anyway. Mr.Sm ith prom- To the Editor:
ROTC -train ed office r who best
While
ssing.
nalism most distre
ised ·w ·take quest ions as he;: went
On Tuesday evenin g l)ec. 2 Mr. .
rbalan ces the more warlik e
counte
Wi.rr
the
readin g "ROT C: Feedin g
along 1 and he duly'a cknow ledged Frederick C. Smith , wh<) _is Deput y
gradua tes. of the service academies.
and
t
cogen
t
sough
1
ine,"
Mach
To the Editor:
the hands that were raised. U nfor- Assist-ant:. Secret ary of _Defen se for
The ROTC gradua te is not educated
position.
In respo nse _to Rick Kohn 's · concise argum ents for yo'ur ignortu n ate ly, he hadn' t promi sed to Policy {\naly sis, gave a lectur e on
in a politic al vacuu m and is subwas
find
could
I
all
.article , "ROT C: Feedi ng the War Instea d,
answe r the questi ons. A typica l U.S. Policy in Centr al Ameri ca at
to little indoc trinat ion all
_jected
with
laced
ndo
Machi ne," I'd like to clarify many ance and innue
respon se was a bland smile and a the New Englan d Center. I inv·ite0
onplac e at West Point,
ccimrn
toq
than
r
Rathe
of his sensat ionali £ed statem ents· incorr ect impres sions. effort of an
call for the next slide. Since feeling Mr. Smith to UNH and arrang ed
Annap olis or Colorad(j Springs. The
,an
work
_.the
g
.
findin
n
o_
facts
and
· and also provi d_e som~
·
runs deep on this issue -as they this public lecture.
studen t, I find - editor ial . provid es li-mite d
ROTC . First conce rning Kohn 's educa ted gradu ate
ation cm the
shou.l d; since large · numb ers of
inform
ate
acc"1r
in•
After t,he lectur e at least eight
sh
childi
the
like
more
statem ent abbut honor societ ies your work
people are dying -frust ration soon memb ers of the audien,ce (including
ROTC progra m. For a St"1dent of
gnant · prattli ng of. Patric k Buchan11n. ' mou,n ted, · manif esting itself in studen ts, faculty and memb ers of . withi n ROTC as "'repu
your demo nstrat ed com,pe tence, I
too
In rea<li!]g y<Yur work, it is all
group ." These group s don't just.
_aggre ssive quest ioning , audib le the press) obser ved that-t he aufind this shortc oming unfort unate.
of
edge
knowl
little,
hive
you
dear
ions."
practice "comb at-typ e operat
expre ssions of disbel ief, an occa- dience was so conten tious, disrup Worse ; .t he simpli stic image s and
how
or
for
ed
pesigh
.is
ROTC
These profes sional honor societies what
sional 1ema rk called out from th~ tive and vocal that the speake r had
pop-e motio nalism that drips from
F:or
UNH.
at
es
operat
also pr~vide many manpo wer hours the progra m
floor. ·
th.i~ editori al is in9_eed frighte ning.
's
littleo pp_ort unity to make · his case
Army
the
to blood drives as well as donati ng exam ple, you sight
Was this impol ite? I think it's for Reaga n admin istrati on policies.
Rath'. er tha.n sensib le, the work
as _srer.ile
blood. They also perfor m comm un- milita ry histor y course instru ctor,
a judgm ent call. I come from One studen t said after the pr'e senS()unds like the•ide<}iogical bomba st
the
say
You
brutal.
and
g
ity projects, such as visitin g nursin
Chicag o. My home univer sity has tation that she had listene d extenof Singla ub, Gol<;l.w ater and Buchgood
is
it
say
arily
necess
't
home s, holdin g fundr aisers for " ... doesn
hoste d nume rous gover nme.n tal sively to oppon ents of the admin anan. Know ingly or not, the edials,
hospit
tip
ous to kill b,ab,!es qr blow
audien ces; I remem ber an elderl y istrafi on and that _sh~-ho ped to hear · · Ma•r ch of Dime s and Tuber
torial follows the dictate s of NSChas
it
er
g he may simply say wheth
Jesuit calling out "liar!" to a State Mr. Sm,ith_'s positi on, but that she . ·sclero sis to nam~ a·few, and holdin
.68, the conse rvativ e presc riptio n
not."
or
ve
effecti
be
to
known
been
These
needy.
Depar tment official's asserti on that heard mostly the oppon edt's view · can food ·drives for the
for foiling comm unism writte n in
that Army officers
honor societ ies are also nation ally The suggestic.)n life is only thinly
the Unite d States had nothin g to once again from the audien ce.
1950. In urgin g Amer ica to gird
abo.ut
care
do with the overth row of Presid ent Anoth er memb er of the audien ce · i:_ecognized by many of the~e note- don't Despi te this examp le you
st comm unist expan sion,
again
worth y charit ies. As for "comb at- veiled .
Allend e of Chile, and then walking said that he.had read The New York
8 urged that "quali ficatio n ; .
NSC-6
,"
about
are only "told
type opera tions, "\ny extra trainin g admit you
out. ~e>thing so drama tic happe ned Times like most of the others in
way to simpl icity of ;.' '
give
must
incore instru ction
that I might receive now, the greate r Army ROTC
to Mr. Smith .
ent, nicety to bluntn ess,
statem
ce, but that he came to
audien
your
the
.
For
.
ethics
sive
exten
eludes
in
th€ J-ikelihood of my surviv ing
In arh event, impol i,t~n,ess is not hear,: the Perita gon's positi on, 'not
almos t brutal ity, in carryi ng home
tt1;ese topics touch
comha-t should I be~called. Now Mr. inform ation,
disrup:tiori., lmJ>'olit-enefs is n.,ot whaJ every one here know s from
a point."
force
of
use
on the
. Kohn, I ask you, is , there anythi ng intim ately peopl
·
intole rance.,Journ alists should be reacling the Time.r.-:
Rick, I am con-v inced you don't
cultur es
and
e
ever
when
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·
.
surviv
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matter
wrong with wantin
careful. with'· words. Words
want to be like conse rvativ e im- ·
a half dozen stud.€nts and
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collide
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course
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Sec0n d, conce rning
Disru Nion js blocki ng a sp~ak er's one .faculty memb e_r at the pre:,enmortal s such as Nitze, Kirkpa trick
The sugges tion that the 10th NH
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eleme nt of war is not empha sized" Volun
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high path is the hard path.
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"
night;
anothe r's poipt of view. Intole rance comp;ients and questi ons while he \ partia lly true. But there is a very
Co\lec ting accura te inform ation is
doing much more than "'s'how
violat ~s intelle ctual hones ty. Im- was beginn ing to ahsvier a question; , good reaso n for this. A milita ,ry are
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be."
can
killing
easy and fun
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·
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more
e
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a democracy citizens are somet imes his r-e,spor ises; and 4)· talked with
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ve in avoiding war as a policy
.
impol ite to their repres entati ves;,: others in the audience to the .point . course of action that will save the effecti
editor ial amply demof lstrate s
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militar
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option
most lives. Witho ut this teachi ng,
_partic ularly when these repre~ en- of distra cting Mr. Smith . Many of
lack · of comm and \)f the
your
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many more famili es would get, "I exist. Office
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the high road to unders tandin g.
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the
cost
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for
milita ry will never allow
a bare .25 % appro val of Reaga n's real questi ons of the speake r. I asked
If you have a mind open enoug h ·
the greate st possible
free inquiry and develo pment vital Society places
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ider differe nt points of view, .
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Please
r.
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greate
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Pnlitical Science
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w"<tll, not)u st ' in the military. They
learn ~to reason and to unders tand, .
so as to maybe preven t war. .
Mr. Kohn , mayb e you shoul d
"learn to appre ciate peopl e who
· are d~ffo rent" becau se the only
differe nce betwe en you and ROTC
cadets is that they chose a military
career . Appar e,,ntly you can't apprecia te that "difference."
Scott M. Reed
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You've SEEN then1 on MTV
Y o·u 've HEARD Blood and
Roses . ·
You've got nothing to do
· Tom.o rrow Night ·
·.· You' re ready for Christmas in
- the -Pub
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-RAMP<conti nued from page 3)

MOTHER -GOOSE & GRIMM

into the theater .
De Vito has one plan in mind
at presen t that would includ e
''new walks and new doors and
an additio n to the building."
The plan would call for a new
walk behind the ravine, cutting
across the landsc ape throug h
the stone wall and into the
buildin g. W i'der doors leadin g
to the theate r would also be a
part of this recons tructio n, as
well as remov ing some seats
from the theater to make room
for wheelchairs.
Yet De Vito said this plan is
"being worked on now," because
it is a major renov ation and
would probab ly be "pretty ex . pensiv e," he said.
DeVit o said he is "optim istic," l:}ut at the same time does
not want to "get his hopes up."
Until then physically disabled
people , such as Vacho n and
Christie, will have to wait a little
longer. '

by Mike Peters
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indepe ndent. I eat when I wal)t
to eat, I set my own rules. It also
gives me -a lot more privacy_,''
,
she said. ·
Althou gh commu ting has its
benefi ts, it is not alway-s convenien t. Sin<::e _they are away
from campu s, commu ters don't
have easy access to UNH services. They are not as close··t o
thi·n gs sucf,}, as~.th€ MUB, an·d,
as a·genera l rule/ inust plan their
. day ahead of time in 'o'rder 'to
.utilfae these fadlide s. Since·t hey
·do not· live ·_in ·waH2tng' distanc e
of UNH, they must make (he
most of the time they spef1d
·
here.
Comm uters have . a, very different, someti mes difficult, life
· than those who live on campu s.
But, as one, comm uter said,
"Comm uter living- is· a step into
the real world. '! ·
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SHOE

by Jeff MacNel/y

-B LO OD
(contin ued from page 9)
of thei~ duty to their fratern ity
or sorori ty. ·Theta Chi little
sister Lori Twom bly said, "I
wante d tO do it, becaus e it'.s
import ant. I aJso wanted to help
'
my sisters. "
Lambd a ,Chi Alpha .broth er
Greg Boswo rth said, "It's Il}Y
third time donati ng, and I do
it to help people .'.',
,z\lpha Tau Omeg a brothe r
Todd Dela;ney worke d, but refused to donate blood. 'Tm
scared of needles," said Delaney.
Th1s fall Jatry St·e arns hopes
to ' celebr ate the 90,000 th pint
of blood since the beginn ing of
the blood drive' in 1951.

~AU . ~l~lfE ;L}( µM,

AN IMPORTANT P~ACE IN
MOPE~ feetE t'( ..
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CLASSIFIED''
Apartments for Rent. [

~

Doub le s-Room a nd bo a rd $ 7,2 00 pe r
sem es t e r. $50 security dep·o sit Alph a
Gam ma Rho Fratern.ity 6 Strnff o-rd Ave .
Tel 868- 9859

- - - - - - -- -- - - -

Dover 3 rooms , large new master bedroom
' and bath. Carpeted, a1ir c onditioned. Park ing. 1 car-no large pet 9. Quiet tenaflt. $325
on e per son , $42 5. t wo persons pl,us fuel
and electric-insulated. Call 742 - 5919, 9
to 11 p.m.
Dout;iJes-Room and board $1 ,200 per
s~mester. $50 securit-y dep Gsit Alpha
G.amma Rho Fraternity. 6 Straffo fd Ave .
Tel. 868-9859

'

/

Grad Student l00king for- housing for spring
sem. Either sharing house or lg. apt. Close
to campus. $ Range 150-250 per month.
CL,Jrrently living in ME (207) 324-9653. Call
Days or leave _message in Eve. Michael
2 Ro0mmates needed immediately (for
J'anuary semester)'' IN DURHAM'! (ma·1e
or female) Strafford Manor next to TKE.
Competely furnished. all utilites included
ifl rent. 4. person, 2 bedroom. BIG living
rnom . bi!J kik hefl. off-street parking . access
to laundry facilities. 5 minute walk to class.
Please call !'low! 868~61 64
Subletter nee·ded- t emale, Young Drive ,
$950 ·for secor:id semester call ASAP ask
~ -t;:i~;;~::8~:::~female, Young Drive.
Durham. $950 second semester. Call after
7:00 p.m. Ask for .Bet1h 868--6023

Grad ,s~u'dent looking fer housing for spring
sem. Either sharing house or lg. apt. Giese
to c;:ampus . $ Range 150-250 per month.
Currently ·living in ME (207) 324-9653. Call
. ,Days or leave message in Eve. Michael .
One bedreom in ,a three ,be<iJroom. in-town
apartment available. Dec. 1st or Jan. 1st.
. Wall to \Nall carpet.i-ng. bright living room
.. wi!l;l ~ -~ir~~
rjver. Th~e.e m_i)!:}s ,frqm
campus . on Kar-i-van route. Rent is $200
a month per person ane this includes heat.
Utilities you will pay for are electricity and
phone . Roomriate preferred is a nonsmoker. male or femalE?. Present tenaflts
are both male UNH students. Info. Call
Cindy ·aaytimes at 362-1001. Weekends
and evenings call Rick. Phil or Cindy at
659-2521.

~ur~

2 bedroom,, partly furnished . newly caperted . in quiet wooded l'ocation ove.rlooking
Oyster River. less than one mile from
campus . Fireplace . Applianced. Lease.
references. 862-2689, 868-753 o'r (617)
753-4762
Help~Subletter needed for next semeseter
fully furnished house located at 2 Davis
Court. Single available. Please call Dianne
at 868-1433 for more info.
Sublet private roorri- female Young Drive.
$95Q for second semester call after 7 p.m .
and ask for Beth 868-6023

THE FA■ SIDE

Dove r _Rom mate needed to share apt. Apt
o n K - va n r o ut e a nd n ea r We ntwo rt h
Dougl as. Rent woul cj be $135/ mo. Util'it ies
are us ual ly $10- 25/ m o. Nee de d for 2 nd
se m est er. Fe mal e. ro om ma te pr efe rred .
· Call 7 49-65 71 if interested., Ask fo r Rond a
or Holl,y.

'76 Ma libu class ic 66,000 ori g. m iles PS,
PB , n ew ra d ia ls , 6 cy l, AM/ FM . No ru_st ..
run s g rea t. Los t li ce n se , mu st se ll $399
or bes t off e r. 862-456 0 Rm . 111 or 86 89609 Doug M.
Smith -Goro na l'.:l ectri,c Portabl.e 1 ypewriter
Good co nditi o n as king $85. Call Mik e at
862- 1682 or 862 -1843

Looking for 2 roommate s: N'e ed 2 roo m ·
mates to live with 4 guys on Young Drive,
to move in aft er Christmas break. Danny
or C hri st ine at 8 68 -1549 'for mor e in for- '
ma,tion .

Jet blaok Memphi s El ectric Guitar for sa le.
3 to n e· c6 ntrol sw it c h. Vo-lum e and ton e
cont'r o ls. · Les Pau l co py g o o d c on dilion /s turdy build. $95. Mu st sell. Ca ll Paul.
R. at 868 -9i:l30 or 862 -132 3

Durham . Room for rent in town hoL:Js e .
Priva cy and use of all fa p iliti~s 5 min. walk
to T -Hall. Jan. 1 call 8,68 -5449

Exc ellent c ar for sa1le' 1978 Toyota C oroll a,
4 door. Engin e in perfect shape. Very li-ttl e

Single Bedr-oom in 9 : thr e e ,_b e droofT'l
apartment for re nt .in .D•ove.r for second
semester. Right on Kariv~n. $250 a month
includes everything-heat, hot water, electricity. and cable 1 v1 Cail Barbara 7492205 anytime. Leave messge.

Chr istm as Wee kend in th e PUBII Doubl e
· feature t•ci ni ght (Sa nta C la.use (th e m0vie) ·
at 8 p.m. ; Mirac le -©n 34th St. ~t 10 p.m. )
Tomorrow ni ght Smitheree ns w ith guests
Perfect Edge. Show is at 9. p.m Good lu ck
· on Fin ~ls Broi,Jght to you by MUSO ,

Wanted Sexy Adverti si ng Manag er, mu st
b((l no tall er th an 5 ff 4.rnc hes. ,have boun cy
bl o nde h,a ir,, a rad ia nt smil e , an uplifting
sp irit , and heavy bee r dr inkin g abilit y .
I'm initerested in sharing a Happy Meal with

a

. yo u at B.K. .. -----~

-

-

-···--·-- - ---

Announ c ing 111 Paul Ed w a'rd Apo Il e Born

Lisa . I rri_iss you alr~~?Y (gag , ·gag)

11 -22- 86. Th ank s so mu c h to tho se who
ha ve bee n so con sid e rat e and pati enl in
wa iting fo r my school work to c atc h up and
get bac k on. t rack. It wa s a long 5 we eks
1
but oh ·s-o w o,rth
Moth e r and son (a nd ·
da d_too) are doing j1ust fin e. Welcome to
th e ne we 5 l V'Jilc at-you 're su c h .a ray of

J.,ul es,'th.a nx_to r a greal semester' 1will mi ss
yo u immense ly when I am out enioy ing the
sun of CA LIFORNI A ' Kee p in tou c h ne xt
semester and take good care of Dan'I ; And
to all th e housernat es ... good luck th e next
se mest er. Keep th e house in order for when

it.

sunshine and joy i

rust Ne w radiator anci ex haust .A M / FM
SMITHEREENS!!! PERFECT ED G Eii! TO~assette with Alpine spea ker. Many, many
MORROW NIGHT_II IN· TH~ PUBIIFREE
mi1les -left in. thi(s c ar $1095. C a ll M ri a.h · _ (WITH PURCHASE OF .TICKET)!!

we return . Pqm. .GET PSYCHED FOR THE
SUN!! , .
..
.
VIOLENTFEMMES 'LIVE are not as much
fun a s' Mont y Python and the Holy Grai,i
. Monday ~ndWedne.sday at 7 & 9 p.m. in

at 659-6598

Take a break from finals anc;J i'ndu'lg:e in

the Strafford Room. And Monty Python is

Portable Computer ~Kaypro 2. 2 d-isk drives.
64K Ram , Wordstar. Sreadsheet. lrifo
Management, 1? Games . $650 . Call 749-

_
on_ l_y_a_b_·u_c_k_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4784

a little Chris_i mas spirit. Come s~e th e NH
Gentle'rflen :at their Winter's Eve Co ncert.
Sat. Dec. 13 at 7:30, Johnson. Theatre.
PCAC

1979 Honda Civic ~ 200. Brand new engine.
good mechanical , new tires . very clean'.
Only $1500, Call Becky 868-985'6 Rm. 705

T h ree cheers for Debb,ie A.: Awesome'
Fantastic' Too much. Love that voice. Your
newest, best fan . ·

Suzuki FZ-50 moped. extrerne'ty d·e penLooking for 2 roommates.: Need 2 roo:m- .. dable. 8,0 mil.e,s t,o tibe ga,llon, maybe wrong
mates to live with 4 'g.uys on Young Drive, · se·asot:1 b'ut wha( a bar.ga.'in for $300 ·with
to move in aiter Christmas break: Danny
helmet' CaU _Becky a't 868-985.6 Rm. 705
or Christine at 868 - 1549 for more infor1976 Plymouth Volare , runs well, just
ma~ion __ __ _
in'spected , 2nd engine. 75K miles ,. 6 cyl.,
·- - - - - - - - - - automatic. AM/FM. needs some work, $450
firm. Call after 5 p.m .. 7 49-4588
[.
' t1el17 Wanted
] [
Southern Car-1980 Datsun 210. 4 d,r.

.• Do something Sat. night that you wouldn't
be ash.a med .to tell your mother about: The
New Hampstrire Gentlemen's Winter's . Eve
Corice'rt
·

1 bedroom in 3 bedroom apartment avail ~
able. Du_rnarn. 1 m ile from campus. $195
per month plus 1 /3 elec . Call 868-6123
Newmarket-one bedroom in two bedrom
.apt. available 2nd semester. Call Keith ,or
Dayle 659-3941 . $200 per month.

1
.

-

ff1 ],

. - - -- · -- -- - - Overseas Jobs .. Summer-,..y r.: fQl,md. Europe, •..,
S. ·Amer .. Aus-tralia. Asia. All fields. $9002000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info.Write_IJC.
PO Box !:\'2-NH1 . corona Del Mar. CA
92625

Nanny Posiii-ens. Care for children in one
of several East or West C,oast locations.
Room. board , $120s200 week. Atteno
schooi eve1l. One year comr:nitment. Nori- .
smokers p~ tefred. Ca·II for'intervie;_,.TA
PETITE MERE 1·-800-621-1-985
Housecleaning help wanted: 3 hrs. per
week. $4.50 hr., Evans Road, Madbury, (3
miles from'Durham) 862-1792 days, 7427976 evening. Call Mrs. M.

sedan. 5 speed. 35-40 mpg. Well maintained. runs greati Must sell $750 or best
offer. 6!'39s70·17 ·
,"; ,
.
""'
'80 Mustang new tires. new e~haust. new
br.akes. body in great shape. Asking $1800
or best offer. 436-2796 evenings.

. ,.· :, , ·,
_,. ·. ,··_ . 11.•,.·,.
I'-:-~=~==:,---.....,,,.,.--.-....,..,
. ., .

Personals

-JI~

~~i~;;• ...,. '·"':::-

Greg!! You crazed weasel! Believe it or not.
'
I will actually rrniss you and your full-page
ads over break! ("Can we move this? Can
you enlarge that?") Have a f,un break-I'll
see you (and your ads) in January ...-Marj
(your graphic slave)
_D_O_U_B_L_E_F_E_A_T_U_R
-_E_ T_O_N_IG_H_T_HI- .,-,S- a_n_t~a

Christine-Who cares if you didn't get the
job? You're too good for them anyway. The
best part if that you'll still be living with
us? Yea? Will " you make me another
chocolate chip pie? Remember: in -every '
problem there's an opportunity! Love, your
roomie ...
Watch out !! The NHOC Will be full of
surpr ise's and events next semester. xcountry skiing , skating , snowshoeing,
hi,king , mo1,mtaineering and muc.h more!!
So get involved with all the t_unll Come on
by fh e office, rm . 129 MUB. 862-2145 for
more info.

(WITH PURCHASE OF TICKET)!!
About 65 out of every 1OO persons in th e
U.S. will be in aA alcohol-related crash in
th eir lifetimes.
What do you mean you have nothing tro

Denise-I don't know why you put up withme, but l"m glad you do. Hie f-ir 5t year was
awesome-look forward to many more -I
LOVE YQU. Mike.
.

Chris H-Happy Birthday! Sorry this is so
early , t>ut no papers ffext week! Nancy,
Carolyn, M~rj, JoAnn

CHEVY CHASE FANS ... "CADDYSHACK"
will be showing TUES. & T HURS. during
finals week at 7 & 9 p.m. Take a $1 dollar ~
2 hour study break!

M,C, & J-1 believe 1his interpretive personal
will express my feeiings about this sel)Tlester. Thank,s for such a fun one. Beware the
ice weasles.-N

CHE VY CHAS E Ff:\ NS .."CA DDYSH AC K "
w ill be show in g TU ES. & THUR S. d urin g
fin als week at 7 & 9 p.m . T ake a .$1 doll ar
2 hour stud y brea kl
DOUBLE FE ATURE T O NIGtHII "S ant a
C lau s (th e mov ie)" at 8 p m ; " Mi rac le on
34th St. " at i'o p.m. In the pub .

Wishing happy holidays to all from the
Outing Cl 6b!H!
.

N.H.

...•·•

- - - - - - ---...-~- ~-L-A...-.-.-.-_-.-•••••••••••••••••••••••••
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We don't care
about your chest
we just want to
see your
kneecaps ·(if you
Have any)

••
•
•••
••
•

.•

••
••
mas!
:
Merry Christ
••

Erin-H e re it is, your ve r- y own per sonal!
Just what you have al ways wanted. Study
ha.rd to·r fin als and have a great Christmas
bre ak . I w i·l·l be thi flk ing a.bo ut you, so will
.'Mom Come to Well s ahd visit sometime
if yo u ca n manage it. Love, Me

To Heath er: This is yo ur pe rso nal so read
ca ref ull y . Pff nth a n d m a ny ma ny ha pp y
return s, Sneep

you for the first issue of '87 ...-Marj

Christmas Weekend in the PUB!! Double
feature tonight (Santa Clause (the movie)
at 8 p.m.; Miracle on 34th St. at 10 p.m.)
Tomorrow night Srrithereens with guests
Perfect Edge. Show is at 9 p.m. Good tuck
on Finals. Brought to you by MUSO

DOUBLE FEATURE TONIGHT 11 1 "Santa
Claus (the movie) " at 8 p.m. "Miracl e on
'34th St. " at 10 p.m. in th e MUB PUB

Sc hatzli e- ic h habe dich vie l li eb' Es wird
g leic h vo ru eber; we de w iede r in d ei ne n
arm en; bin kusc hel be du erfti g; w ill sc hill
se inl

Claus (the movie)" at 8 p.m. "Miracle on
S ..
·
3. 4th t. - at 10 p.m. in the_MUB PUB
To everyone at The New Hampshire-thanks
for making this semster so .. uh .. interesting.
I hope everyone has a great time over
break-party like crazed weasels !!_Good
luck on finals and ha.ppy holidays!! Bee

do this wee,kend? The New Hampshire
Gentlemen are having their annual Winter's
Eve Concert Sat. Dec. 13 at. i:3b in J0h~s9n
Theatre. PCAC

Lisa: Congratulat ions on Tuesday's acc omplishm e-nt' Hope you can do it againt
Love K & J

When ~nakes dream they're crciwling

,

_S,....
in_c_
e r_e_ly_t_h_
e _s_
ta_f,f_. _ _ _,_,__ _ _ __

·: 34th St." at 10 p.m. in the MUB PUB

r

- Andy,

x-country skiin.g, snowshqeing, and skating,

trips to. 0;1.Jr,cabit1s ...So-watoh for the t:-JHOC
next semester. an0 Merry holidays to all!!

MORROW N IGHT!! IN THE PUB!! FREE

DOUBLE FEATURE TON IGHT!!! "Sanit a
Claus (the movie)" at, 8y.m . "Miracle on

.

. captain of the {,ki team! Love:, Annie w ,arad.

to our cabins! Next semester will include

distance love frotr your favorite Nittany
Lion at PSLI! Merry Christmas. Love Eddie

Dorm size refrigerator-used one _semester.
$45 delivered. Call Sandra at 431-7166

By GARY LARSON ·

To the gorgeous \v~men of Congre11e 3rd:
looking good. ~eep Sfl'liling -someone' who
notices

SMITHEREEN,S!!! PERFECT EDGE!!! TO-

1979 odge Ori-mi. 69.o·bo miles, no rust.
runs well. excellent b_uy. $980 or best offer.
431-4246

For Sale-Auto, 1979 Toyota Corolla 2 dr.
sedan . Runs great. Asking $400. Call Peter
at 659-2223

The NH Outing Clue would like ..to say
, T,tJANK YOU!! For_.§1:!l'"'l\lh<;>.partic;jJ,?\'lJed this
semester in our various trips and. events
ihcluding-mounta\nering, biking, k~yaking,
U Vermont conf-erence, ski sate· e·xtrava@am:e, cabin worktrips, Turkey weekend,
and all !Me many more fun thrilling trips

· Hey Laur.ie 8.- Whats up? Are you being
,smart?.Gp.od Luck on finals.and eojoy,q.r.eak!
G.V.

Ellen 0uess who? Just sending a lit,tle' long

Lauren, Amy, Stac~y. Karrye, Michelile.
Kelly, Allison, Angi·e, Debbie.Colleen.
Marthaclt's been a g-reat semester, and
next s.emester will be even better! (Spring
Break!?'?) Good luck on finals, and have
a Holly Jolly Christmas! Jean

1978 Renault LeCar . 80_,000 mil'e s . 5 new
radials. Runs but needs new battery. Some
rust. $600 or best offer. 772-6968

Christmas Weekerid in the 'PUl:H! Double
f~ature tonight (Santa Gia.use (the movie) .
at 8 p.m.; Miracle on 34th St. at 10 p.m.) · 'Partner,'l'ti miss y0u mdre than you could
ever imagine. Thank you so liTluch for giving
Tomorrow night Smithereens Wi·t h guests
of yourself to me. I love yow and will always
Perfect Edge. Show is at 9 p.m. Good luck
.•13e here for yo.u . Yrn:J've .got a tr-iend.
on Finals. Brought to you· by MUSO ..

.f.. Cindy
Be • Mend, Oon 't let others drink and .drive.
P-Congra,tL,Jlations on being elected

KEITH-TELL US HOW MUCH FUN
CLOSETS ARE!!! WATCH OUT FOR YOUR
LEG . CAREFUL, MY HEAD . See ya later.
l..:ove me2,

1~·---·-~_·_-:_...
_.._-,._·_____

This i•s t n e last ·pe rsonal about sexual
assault for the semester. Hopefully, as you
leave for, vacation , some of what's been
d'iscussed has been thought-provoking
enough and you will carry it with you . This
will help clear up so.m e o,f ttie myths
involved with sexual assault.. you must be
open to the fa.cts. Listen fo r tt,em. Learn
them . Pass them along .· !Both men and
..women can help to ehange thjs situati•o n .
Speak out' so that all of our relationships
benefit.

··············~··········~····
Wake up Mike, it's
your 21st birthday.
Next time don't
forget to take your
contacts out.
Love TW, PH, GS,
&MW.

CLASSIFIED
but ·
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will listen patiently to my tales of woe? Who
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to
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me?
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the LioffHeart. Th<\nks. And Happy Birthd
to the best friend a perso n could ever
imagine.

y
We , the fadies of the Hetze l pit, hereb
one
decla re our love and devot ion for
s
Scottie M. And to quote the great Bartle
rt."
and James, "Thank you for your S.!Jppo
life ·
To Pecan Scottie' As you go through
never forget: The Hetzel pit; the f'd up room;
"I'd kiss you, but..." and last but not leastIf you can't be good then be good at it!

Suzie and Mark-You make great next door
neighbors! Glad you came for Thanksgi'v·that
ing too. What great friends tool Now
hon
I have a TV we can have a. movie marat
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you pick out the pizza! A. in Dovah.
a
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F
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Bye and take care. Love NO2
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To the New Hamp shire staff-Y up,
Sat.
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and best wishesll! love you foreve
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ter
semes
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and
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Get ·1NSTANT · CASH
for Your ·Textbooks!
Here are
titles -

a few examples of

Adam - Production & Operations Management, 3rd
Berkowitz - Marketing, 1986
Cohen - Effective Behavior in Organization, 3rd
DeBlij - Geography: Regions and Concepts, 4th
Hamilton - Nutrition: Concep~s & Controversies , 3rd
Larson - Calculus, 3rd
Goldstein - Finite Mathematics & Its Applications, 2nd
Rubin - Worlds of Pain
Bennett - Mathematics, An Informal Approach, 2nd
Garson - Managerial Accounting, 4th
Levy- Music: A 'L istener's Guide, 1983
Masterton - Chemical Principles w/Qualitative Analysis,
6~

.

.

Nyboff - Fortran 77 for Engineers & Scientists, 1985
Gustason - Elementary Symbolic Logic, 1973

·You can get CASH ON THE SPOT
when you sell your textbooks to
Barnes~& Noble. We'll pay you top
p~ices-UP TO 50% of your purc:hase
· price!

The best time to sell is right after ,
your Jinal exams .. .just bring your
books to .the campus bookstore!
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The University Of New Hampshire Bookstore
The University of New Hampshire
Hewitt Hal_
l, Durham, N.H.
862-2140
Hours:
Mon- Thurs: 8:30-6:00
· Friday: 8:30-5:00
Saturday: 10:00-4:00
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_ _ _ _ _ _ ME N'S HO OP _ _ _ _ __
(contin ued from page 28)
men were too pumpe d up and
picked up a couple of early fouls.
Furthe rmore 1 UNH' s early sluggjs h ness lasted for about five
minut es, not long enoug h for
UMass to put any real threats
togethe r.
The game remai ned close
throug hout the second half with
the larges t margi n of a lead
being 7 at 55-48 at the 5-minu te
mark. But the 'Cats clawed back
once more with Counts leaving
the largest scratch . Counts ' foul
shooti ng and superb defens e
becam e the top story.
Count s, in the final 3:37,
knock ed in five of six charity
shots. and create d two critica l
UMass turnov ers. The sophomore hit the last of his foul shots
at 1:58 and follow ed this up with
the first of his defens ive gems.
The guard tapped a UMass pass
to the low post into the hands
of Greg Steele . Second s later,
Steele conver ted a little jumpe r
into two big UNH points. The
score was 59-5 7 with 1:18

showing.

The 'Cats then dug deep and
came up with their most impres sive defens ive effort of the
night. UMass , with only seven
second s remain ing on the shot
clock and now here near the
hoop, was forced to call a
timeou t. On the ensuin g in bounds pass Counts got a piece
of the ball once again and was
able to knock it off of Minut eman Ca~l Srn·i th's leg. UNH had
the ball and 43 second s to work
with.
UNH called two timeou ts in
the next 3 7 second s before the
most impor tant shot of the
night was taken. With 8 second s
to go Counts threw up a short
jumpe r. But the man who had
had the smoot h hand from the
foul line in the fast 3 and a half
minute s missed the big one from
the floor.
' UMas s' Joe Fenne ll came
down with the reboun d and was
immed iately fouled by Tomm y
Hamm er. Fennel l iced the game
with six second s remai ning
when he connec ted on both free

throws . Black came back with
a final layup for the 61-59 final.
Friel believe d the game to be
a case of missed oppurt unities
for the Wildca ts stating t_h at his
team "can't put the ball in the
basket. " This was true especia lly
in the case of three-p oint shots.
Thoug h the team made a tremendo us amoun t of three-p oint
attem pts, only on~ from the
hands of Counts , fell throug h.
Friel further felt the fouls hurt
the squad saying '·'Foul trouble
hurt us. Key people were out
of the game." These key. people
were Johnst on and Keith Carpenter , both of whom fouled out
about 3/4's of the way throug h
the second half.
The team next travel s to
Rhode Island dn Saturd ay to
tangle with the Rams of URI.
The next home game on the
Wildca t schedu le will be played
on Januar y 2nd when the team
takes on their first ECAC North
Atlant ic oppon ent, the Hartfo rd
Hawks .

-~ --- -W OM EN 'S HO OP_ _ _ __
(contin ued from page 28)

played a fantast ic
ular play in the half that could Turkal o, who
d 15 reboun ds,
grabbe
game,
have possibl y put an end to that
lt for the 'Cats
difficu
it
making
a
took
y
Kinne
mome ntum.
chance s .
second
many
get
t:o
pretty pass from Pinko s and
down · 5 1 rehauled
ld
Fairfie
ts
ildcaW
the
so
or
,
· scored
red to 3 3 for
though t. The referee ruled that bound s, compa
obviou sly didn't
"We
.
.UNH
ntdiscou
ed,
travell
had
·
Kinney
was anothe r
ing ·the hoop and drawin g the reboun d well. That
the game,' ~ said
ire of Sanbor n. "After watchi ng key factor in
flboun der for ·
that play on the video machin e, Sanbo rn. High
, who had
Kinney
was
'Cats
it is obviou s that she did not the
10.
shame
a
It's
walk with the ball.
One thing that UNH did
·but that call took a lot out of. us.
e on was the amoun t of
improv
,
nt."
mome
It was a critical
turnov ers commi tted. They had
20 per
Beside s the poor shooti ng, . previo usly averag ed
mis 11
made
only
but
game,
outre
UNH was also was
their coach.
bounde d badly. Lady Stag Tasia takes, which pleased

"We did get the better end or,
the turnov ers, but every time
we stole the ball it seemed that
we <;:ouldn't bit the shots," said
Sanbo rn.
Despi te appear ances, UNH I
still hacl. a chance in the fourth
quarte r. They chose to resor_t
to the "foul at all costs" method ,
but the Lady Stags came throug h
with some clutch foul shoot;n g.
"The girls never gave up," said
Sanbor n.
The team will try to improv e
on it's 2 - 3 record when they
travel to Boston Unive rsity-t o
meet the Terrie rs on Saturda y.

Todd
The men's hoop team lost a tough one to U~ass . Here,
)
photo
r
Parke
(Craig
hoop.
Black drives strong ly to the

_ _ _ SW IMM ING _ __
(continued from page 27)
occure d at the very begiru ng of
the meet in the 400 yard medley
relay. UNH fought back from
a Keene St. two body length lead
at the end of the backst roke to
defeat them by a sound three
and a half ~econd s. This gaye.
UNH its first seven pGints in
a s_c oring system that gave no
points to second place relay
finishe rs.
UNH increas ed its lead furth~
er when Brandy Jewell a~d Chris
Reyno lds placed first and second

in the 200 yard individ ual medley. At this point, UNH found
themse lves sitting on top of a
comma nding 27-7 lead.
Today , the UNH men take
on the ·Onive rsity of Conne ticut
at the UNH f ieldho use. The
team now has a record of 2 wins, ·
3 losses.
The women are idle until they
go agains t Spring field on Jan uary 17 at Sp.ring £ ield, Mass.
The womer i have evened their
record to 3 wins, 3 losses.

Un- ment addres s at my gradua tion?
become prop- found out that the buildin g,
get into Snively. Tue~day, No - up their books, they
probably- Last week I found out who it would
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After
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Lame :Snively crowd doesn't slow puck women
Stone's goal wasn't the only
By Paul Sweeney
gift the Wifdcat's got in the first ~
The hundreds of raucous period. One Harvard shot rested student faris taunting the op- directly on, but not over the goal
ponents weren't there. The line. A Crimson offender had
snack bar was closed down and first licks. at the puck, but
locked up for the evening. The somehow faile~ to put it in. New
Durharn townies were at home Hampshire netminder Liz Tura
watctiirrg NBC's famous Thurs- also found a friend in the post
day night line-up.The electricity on another Harvard shot. Harthat usually fills Snivley Aren-a vard did manage to get on the
on hockey night wasn't in total . scoreboard ·before the period
f?r~~ last night. .
ended. Co..,captainJohanna NeilIt's not that Snivley Was shut son pushed in a pass from Julie .
down or anythin.g. On the ice, Trotman and Lisa Bailliere with
the UNH women's hockey team under four minutes to go in the was soundly defeating the Ivy first frame.
League's best, 5-1 Harvard by
As the Zamboni made the ice
- a- score of 4-2, However, it smooth and pretty again, Christwasn't the same as a men's mas favorites were played over
hockey victory inside of the the intercom to lighten the
barn. One could blame an end mood of Snively' s sparse auof the year studying blitz by dience. "Silent Night'.' must
·students for the low turnout at have sneaked into the Wildcat
the game, bu t we know better dressing room and the girls took
at UNH. Head coach Russ it offensively. To put any . The women's ice hockey team improved their recora to 3-1 with their win ~ver the Crimsou.
McCurdy has been behind the thmights of it being a boring
Wildcat bench for a decade and . evening to rest, the Wildcats He_re a Wildcat looks for an opening. (Craig Parker photo) ·
he mentioned _that poor attend- came out dominating in the
1
ance at women's g-a mes has second period.
become old news. ·
·
Freshman Andria Hunter
"It's become something you produced results of this outburst
sort of have to accept in wom- with UN.H 's third goal four
en's athletics," said McCurdy. minutes into the period. On a
By Mark DesRochers
Aware of the fact that his club crisp pass out front by ChalupThe UNH men's and womgenerally draws just friends and nik, Hunter safely deposited the
relatives to the games, McCurdy puck where it belongs. Junior en's swim teams were victorious
continued, "I don't know what Pam Manning also caine up with for the second time in a row
reason explains any of this, but an assist, her second for the yesterday afternoon; defeating
it'_s something we can't and night. UNH's Da,wn Wright Keene State at the UNH fieldwon't worry about."
joined the act with a slap shot house.
The lady swimmers had an
When Freshman Heidi Cha- that struck gold barely two
lupnik from Alaska opened up . minutes later. Sue Hunt set up easy time handling the Keene
St. swimmers. The visitors fell
the Wildcat scoring just o-ver . Wright on the play.
two minutes into the game, the
The period th-at the Wildcats to the Wildcats 169-81 in a'meet
fish that is traditionally thrown most outclassed the Crimson that was never close.
The UNH women came out
onto the ice at this moment in - was the third. The 'Cats
men's hockey never appeared. whipped up 16 shots on the smoking, placing first, third and '
"Of.course if a big _crnwd came Harvard. net where the Crimson fifth in the 200 medley ·relay and
to every home _game, it would only bothered UNH's Tura then swept the first three spots
be great and it would get us three times. Ironically, one of in the 1,000 yard ·individual
pumped up.'' said McCurdy. those shots reached · net as freestyle event. By the time the
' ."However:, I don't know of any Charlotte J~slin made good on diving break had ended, they
women's 'r eam at UNH, aside a shorthanded bid. On an im- had taken an insurmountable
from maybe gymnastics, that pressive effort, the Harvard_ 92-42 lead.
One of the bright spots for
is going to draw a large follow- freshman broke into New
ing."
·
Hampshire territory and her the UNH women has been the
I guess that's just the way that wristshot sailed past Tura for swimming of senior Pam Birit is. No signs of fret over l.ic;k the Crimson's second and final singer. In yesterday's meet,
of support·appeared in the play goal. Brita Lind sent Joslin on Birsinger took first in the SO
yard breaststroke, the 100 yard
of the Wildcats against the her way with an assist. "'
Crimson. In a festive holiday
With time running out and individual me'dley, and she
mood, the 'Cats ma·naged 46 ' facing a JWO goal defecit, Har- ' swam a leg on the first place 200 .
shots on Harvard goalie Jennifer vard pulled it's goaltender, but yard medley relay. ,
A diver gets set to launch during yesterday's decisive UNH
White. The Harvard sophomore to no avail. This third consec- · On the year, .Birsinger has
win over KeenL St.(Mark DesRochets photo)
was solid in the nets making 42 · utive Wildcat victory sets the been defeated once, in a meet
Conference meet. "My _times are that follow it. 'Tm going to win
against
Boston
College.
But
she
saves, however a persistent season's mark ,at 3.-1.
going to get better," said Bir- the New England's and the East
does
·not
feel
she
was
bested
by
Wildcat attack got the best of
/;
For being good girh, Santa the person who beat her. "The singer. -" I w·as' running a lot Coast's," said Birsinger. "I say
her.
· After C,halupnik's opening has given the 'Cats a month- meet w~s at Boston College. The before the season started and that because I have to think that
score, UNH junior Katey Stone long game hiatus for the holiday water was much colder thari we that slowed me down a'bit. I also way. I really do think I wiH
struck two minutes later with season. Full of Chrisqnas eg- were used to,, and it was a slow was no,t allowing myself to continue to win."
In other women's swimming
a power play goal to mount the gnog and New Year's Eve cham- pool. I know that if I would have · recover enough from the harder
lead to two. The Crimson's p~g n e, the team returns to swam against her here (at workouts and that has hurt me. notes, senior Anne Miller conaction against another Ivy UN.~), I would have beaten Now, I am following my wor- tinues _to improve her diving.
White played Santa Claus on the
kouts and my times are going Yesterday, Miller scored 209
play, handing out a gift-wrapped League squad, Cornell, in New her.
· points in six dive·s on the 1- ·
B-irsinger' s times continue to down."
rebound which Stone gladly York on Sunday, January 11.
is
also
optimisti~
meter board and figures to place
Birsinger
improve
along
with
her
chances
accepted. _Shelly Difronzo and They will not return to Durham '
Dia_n ne Robbins, who also as- until Snively hosts the Granite of winning the New En,gland' s about the rest of the regular high for the rest of the year,
sisted on Chalupnik's · goal, State Tournament January 23- and the East Coast Athletic season and the championships sophomore Jennifer Branon is
swimming a fast 57.09 seconds
·
25.
picked up assists on, the play.
in the 100 yard freestyle, freshman Joanne Dreher took first
in the 1,000 freestyle by 25
·-=
seconds after missing practice
_
(coatinued from page 28)
all week.
,a win to -break th}s. It is Within Holy Cross.
-The UNH men fared well in
ourselves," Hanley said.
"It gives the players a chance
a scaled down meet, winning
"We went into the game to try something new, it's a
44-31 over Kenne St. The Wild"' ·
concentrating on each person learning ·experience," Hanley
cat men found a· team smalle·r
'trying. not to do · so much," said. ''.The pivitol thing is it
in members than themselves ·
Johnson said. "We were mainly gives the players confidence.
and swam a good meet to reach
trying to get the puck into .their When I was a freshman it was
its second win in a row.
zone and have them cough it there where the team built
A fast start in the first half
up." .
_
· confidence, and after that the
of the meet allowed the men to
UNH gets to take on BC, ream started 'winning."
hold off a.come back attempt
ranked second in the nation
by
Keene. UNH scored 27
down at Harvard's Bright Aren~
. After the tournament they
poi-nts in the first four events
this Saturday, before taking a go back to fa(.e•Michigan Tech
while Keene matched that with
break until after Christmas. On and Northern Michigan at home
27 points of their own in the
New year's break, they go to the Jan . 3 and 5. The following
last four events.
· ·.
Auld Lang Syne tournament for weekend the team will take on
One of the most exciting races
- _(?,On-league games against Ver- · Colorado andDenver out on the
mom and either Dartmouth or west coast. .
UNH 'women's swimming coach Carol Rowe offers words - SWIMMING,'page 26
· ,of wisdom to her te~m.(Ma~k DesRochers photo)
,
0

Swimmers combin~ for win

'

- - -·MEN'S HOCKEY..· __
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Sports
La te ga m e m ist ak es ha un t ic em en , 4-2
By Chris Heisenberg

-

i ,
l

for the second period and lasted
While everyo ne else was winning ). But th~ errors in the
midway throug h the third pethem
studyin g for their final exams last ten minute s gave
riod, until a slashin g penalty
where
is
that
and
tum,
momen
Wedne sday night, the UNH
by UNH's Greg Boudre au
lost."
and
men's hockey team was gearing the games are won
brough t on the potent BC powscorethe
off
held
was
BC
against
up for a big midterm test
erplay. Fifty seconds later Ken
.
the
and
l
Burchil
board by Rich
BC
Hodge fed · Dan Shea, who. •
scored
Nolan
Bill
until
ts
Wildca
team
the
that
UNH proved
whippe d a shot off Burchi ll's
being
while
oal,
career.g
which lost 11-4 to Minnes ota- his first
g glove.
catchin
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